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What
People are
Saying
ABOUT NICOLE…

―It became apparent at our first discussion that Nicole not only had impressive credentials and
experience, but she also had the "x-factor"--that intangible trait that so many others lack--that would
make the experience so impactful. Nicole has a real ability to be able to distill information to the
material issues. She is also adept at identifying and applying appropriate techniques to help overcome
barriers and move forward. However, the real secret to Nicole‘s success is her approach and style. She is
the consummate professional, with the perfect balance between encouragement/kindness and naming the
issues with a frank assuredness. "
(Name omitted-confidentiality requested), VP, Human Resources
NBC Universal
―Dr. Lipkin possesses a unique insight into individual personalities and the social dynamics resulting
from interpersonal and group interactions. Her focus on cultivating an understanding and appreciation
for individual differences leads her to identify productive, innovative solutions to workplace challenges.
As a former client, my experience in working with Dr. Lipkin proved overwhelmingly positive. Her work
with my company resulted in a shift toward mutual respect and strategies to develop work-life balance
policies that are improving both employee morale and performance.‖
Charlene MacDonald, Manager State Legislative and Regulatory Affairs
American Association of Orthopedic Surgeons
―Personal and organisational resilience are key foundations to corporate stability, success and
prosperity. The quality and clarity of Dr Lipkin‘s presentations, supporting materials and follow-up
mentoring, have led her to becoming a highly sought after presenter and coach within and beyond
CSARN‘s networks of security and resilience practitioners.‖
Richard Bingley, CEO
City Security and Resilience Networks (CSARN)
―Nicole channeled her frustration with business status quo into creating one of the hippest consulting
firms on the East Coast. She is smart, talented, knows the world of business from both the national and
international perspectives, and, if that isn't enough, wrote an informative and accessible book that I have
recommended endlessly.‖
Michael Shelton
Psychology Today
―Nicole is an inspiring, dedicated, and motivational person. Through her coaching and leadership, we
are now able to say that our business is much stronger, our employees are much more reliable, and our
practices are much more stable as a result of the lessons learned.‖
Matthew Shore, Owner
Maron Chocolates, Scoop DeVille and Maron Specialty Products
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―As Co-Chairman of the Terror Information New York Group, (TINYg) I would like to thank you for
taking part in our Lecture Series in New York City and London. This Lecture Series has been in existence
for over five years and it is because of dedicated academics such as yourself that it still continues to be
such a success. Your talk on "Leadership and Organizational Strategies" was the most well received and
discussed by our attendees. It was an honor for the TINYg community to be able to hear your ideas.‖
Kevin Cassidy, Vice President, Global Security
Thomson Reuter
―We hired Nicole Lipkin to speak at Contalento Conference, the biggest HR Brazilian conference about
talent management, which focused on gen Y management in its 2010 edition. Nicole was the right person
we could hire to achieve the event goals. The audience was really excited with her coming to Brazil and
was surprised with the great content offered by Nicole during the meeting. She was the best evaluated
speaker by the audience at the whole conference. I truly recommend Nicole's work.‖
Bruno Andrade, Managing Director
HR Academy and LatinNext Group
―I wanted to write and thank you for your presentation at the International Council of Shopping Centers‘
Security Convention. Your Presentation, ―Managing Generation Y Employees and Customers‖ received
the highest ratings for excellence by our attendees in a post convention survey. Nicole, as you know,
our audience was comprised mainly of former law enforcement officers and they can be a tough crowd to
communicate with but you absolutely wowed them. Thanks again for making our convention a success.‖
Malachy Kavanagh, Vice President of Communications
International Council of Shopping Centers, Inc.
―One of the most personable and professional people I know. Nicole has a head for business but has
never lost the bedside manner that all coaches must have to succeed in their field. I don't think there's an
end to the amount of good advice she can give, whether for your body, soul or business.‖
Andres Quesada
Freelance Designer
―It was the pleasure of the ASTD Houston Chapter to have Dr. Nicole Lipkin speak at our January
monthly meeting. Her topic focused on the ―Y‖ Generation and was filled with current statistics, stories
and examples. Our group got so engaged we had to ask them to stop interrupting with questions so
Nicole could complete the presentation. Nicole willingly stayed after the event to answer additional
questions. Nicole‘s expertise is obvious and her enthusiasm for the subject undeniable. Her participation
made our event a great success.‖
Sarah E. Hurst, President
ASTD Houston Chapter
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As a young Internet marketing consultant, I have the skills and technical tools to assist any client but did
not have the business skills to go with it. Nicole helped me to formalize my business, guided me through
setting reasonable goals for its growth, and assisted in establishing an efficient plan for its progress. She
worked with me to understand key elements of my business that were completely missing, such as
networking initiatives, personal growth within the field, and dividing work and personal life. Over the
past six months, my clientele has grown, I‘ve become more effective in handling their work, and simply
put, my business has grown.
James Datillo, Senior Data Analyst
University of Pennsylvania & Small Business Owner
―I attended an ASTD professional development workshop during which Dr. Lipkin presented the topic
―Developing the Next Generation of Learners‖ to the participants. I learned techniques that will allow
me to analyze the workforce's ability to adapt to impending changes. She presented a complete strategy in
a simple manner for all to understand. I was not only impressed with the material that was taught in the
session, but with Dr. Lipkin herself. She is a vibrant speaker and very credible in her knowledge of the
topic presented. Her approach with the audience was inclusive and interactive and the participants
responded well! I would recommend Dr. Lipkin not only as a dynamic speaker, but also for her
consultative processes. They are well thought out and practical!‖
Denise Biersmith, Performance Strategist
Training and Development Systems, Inc.
As a Director in one of the largest insurance companies in the world, it is extremely important to be
effective at working with the Generation Y employees. These employees are the future of our company
and the experiences and training they receive will help to guide them along their path of success. Dr.
Lipkin was extremely professional and attentive to my needs and concerns and provided me with
invaluable information. She is an excellent coach and I look forward to working with her more in the
future.
Rikki Goldenberg, M.A., Director, Quality & Affordability Programs
United HealthCare
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ABOUT HER LAST BOOK, “Y IN THE WORKPLACE: MANAGING THE “ME FIRST” GENERATION”…
As someone who deals with high-powered GenY students every day in the classroom, I can only imagine
what employers must be up against. But do not despair -- help is on the way! Nicole Lipkin and April
Perrymore have discovered how to bring out the best of this talented but distracted generation. It turns
out that GenY employees actually work – but they work differently. Read this book and find out how to
coach them to success.‖
G. Richard Shell, Thomas Gerrity Professor
The Wharton School of Business & co-author of The Art of Woo
Y in the Workplace is a must-read for managers, presenting a clear-eyed look at the generation now in
their 20s. Too many other books focus on unsupported ideas of GenY as rule-following conformists, but
this book tells the truth businesspeople need to know: that this is a generation of independent thinkers
with all of the both bad and good things that go along with that. This is the first book I've seen that
discusses the workplace implications of GenY's true generational personality, in all of its individualism
and desire for work-life balance. Even better, it offers concrete solutions about how to work with GenY.
Absolutely essential.
Jean Twenge, Ph.D.
Author of Generation Me and co-author of The Narcissism Epidemic
Let me ask you, have you ever looked at one of your Gen Y employees and wondered where on earth they
came from? Are you struggling with finding the best way to connect, motivate or even understand them?
Then this book is a must read for you! Finally a book that explains not only why they act the way they do,
but what drives them in their decisions and expectations. It also provides you with great, easy to execute
strategies on how to build strong and collaborative relationships in our time crunched world. Kudos to
Dr. Lipkin and Dr.Perrymore for finally giving us the ultimate user’s guide to Gen Y!
Stacey C. Cunningham, CEO & Chief Strategist
SCC & Company
Boomers and Gen-Xers who shake their heads in frustration as they speak of Generation Y will be
nodding in appreciation after reading this smart, fair-minded and extraordinarily readable explanation
of what makes our future leaders tick."
Wes Mann, Editor
Investor's Business Daily
A majority of my work force fits this demographic to a ―T‖. Many of the characteristics described in
terms of approach to dress and work behavior is evidenced to me on a daily basis. This book provides
wonderful psychological insight to Generation Y but the key pieces were the coaching suggestions based
on the theoretic underpinnings. They were easy to pick up and remember and equally easy in application.
I have used a few successfully and was amazed at how much easier it was to get some to “move their
needle” using your suggestions. It is clear that Drs. Lipkin and Perrymore are speaking from in-depth
experience and understanding of this frequently perplexing group."
Steven Gilbert, R.Ph., M.B.A., B.C.P.S., Vice-President, Operations
PHL Care Center, Hospice Pharmacia
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In Y in the Workplace: Managing the "Me First" Generation, Nicole Lipkin and April Perrymore offer
practical guidance to help understand the unique challenges posed by the growing number of Gen Y's at
work. Although grounded in psychological and motivational theory (as evidenced by the tidbit references
they serve "Shrinkwrapped"), the book is easy to read and replete with practical advice to address Gen Y
behaviors. Savvy managers of earlier generations will read this book and follow the recommended
actions. Savvy members of Gen Y will read this book to better understand how they are perceived and,
consequently, to adjust their behaviors, capitalizing on their Gen Y strengths and aiming to become
highly prized, "low maintenance" employees.
Joseph E. Sinclair, SPHR, Human Resources Manager
Evonik RohMax USA, Inc.
This was an excellent book. Very applicable to managers/supervisors or counselors working with Gen
Y's. Many books speak to the issues (good/bad) with Gen Y's, but few discuss how to connect, interpret,
motivate and maximize the effectiveness of Gen Y's. The book is the best I have looked at in that regard.
There is strong substance, research and practical examples of the key points. I bought the book for a
general staff study project to better support our Gen Y's and was not disappointed. The members of our
group all felt the book was excellent. Well done.....highly recommend and an easy read!
Amazon.com Review

All Managers in today's world can benefit greatly from this well-written book. In our Hospitality
business, we must adapt to and manage our younger staff to stay competitive. It has been very helpful to
realign our thoughts and approach to generation Y, and "Y, In the Workplace" does an excellent job in
helping facilitate that. The authors did a nice job in helping me understand how to focus on this
generation's strengths and get the most out of their skills.
Amazon.com Review

Y in the Workplace is an essential tool for anyone seeking to better understand the not-insignificant
idiosyncrasies of the Y-Generation. The authors' (April Perrymore and Nicole Lipkin) use of extensive
research combined with humor and insight make this book a must for managers, would-be managers,
professors, or even parents seeking to better understand and connect with their twenty-somethings.
Additionally, the authors' backgrounds in Clinical Psychology add a level of depth to their observations
that is invaluable in understanding what motivates (and perhaps more importantly de-motivates) this
intriguing generation.
Amazon.com Review

Y in the Workplace is a book that should be required reading for all managers. This book provides a
great resource for assisting managers in building great teams, directing creativity and providing results
with the new up and coming talented workforce.
Amazon.com Review
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Executive
Summary

Whether you preside over a global manufacturer of insomnia medicine, a regional chain of
mattress stores, or a three-person sleep counseling service, you make the occasional leadership misstep
with people. Most of your screw-ups don‟t cost you market share, drive valued employees out the door or
send your share price tumbling. But some of them do. And those stupid mistakes not only rob you of
sleep, they can cost you your job or even your company. Most leadership and management gurus preach
perfection, urging you to lead “straight from the gut” and to make all the moves that will propel your
company from “good to great.” Yet you know in your heart that no matter how many Six Sigma programs
you launch, no matter how many lean initiatives you install and no matter how much careful thought you
give to your major decisions, you will mess up. We all do. But what do you do then? Do you lie awake at
night, rocking back and forth in the fetal position as you wrestle over your predicament? Or do you open
your dog-eared copy of WHAT WAS I THINKING: The Corporate Shrink Answers the Tough Questions
That Keep Leaders Awake at Night?
Psychologist Dr. Nicole Lipkin has written this book to provide sleep-deprived executives the
understanding they need to prevent or resolve the inevitable leadership mistakes they make with their
people. She answers such tough questions as:


Why Does a Bright Boss Like Me Make Stupid Mistakes?



Why Can‘t I Develop My People‘s Full Potential?



How Can I Keep Smart Individuals from Making Dumb Team Decisions?



How Do I Remain Cool in Hot Situations?



What Can I Do to Make this Place Feel Less Toxic?

When it comes to effective leadership, “It‟s all in your head.” It‟s all about the messy, complicated,
illogical and fallible human variables. That‟s why busy leaders in high-pressure jobs can benefit from an
occasional visit to the corporate shrink, an expert who has spent her career examining the underlying
psychology that plays a bigger role in the workplace than all the whiz-bang software and management
fads in the world. She knows all about the “gooey stuff”: engagement, motivation, expectations,
emotions, interpersonal dynamics, and all the rest of the fundamental psychology that plays itself out in
the workplace. Her insights into neuroscience, psychology and group dynamics shine a bright light into
the dark corners where all leaders struggle with their own shortcomings.
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Switch off your computer, fluff up your pillow, lie back with your arms folded under your head,
and let Dr. Lipkin illuminate the basic principles that have guided human interactions for millions of
years. You may not solve all your leadership problems, but you will sleep better at night.
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The Book
MARY, MARY, QUITE CONTRARY
“Mary Summers” worked as Director for a branch of “Medequip”, a mid-sized medical
supplies company, where she oversaw a team of 8 salespeople. One of them, “Jake Pfaelzer”, consistently
outperformed the other seven. Mary had purposefully created a highly competitive atmosphere within the
team, expecting such an environment to motivate peak performance. While such a highly charged
atmosphere might spark animosity among most people, Jake enjoyed terrific relationships with his
colleagues. Everyone loved Jake. He consistently treated his boss, his peers and his customers with
encouragement and respect. He was the sort of down-to-earth, hardworking, generous and fun-loving guy
who always lent a helping hand to anyone who needed help.
Although Jake loved his job and felt genuine affection for his teammates and Medequip‟s
customers, he eventually began to find himself frustrated by Mary‟s inconsistent and unpredictable
behavior. One day, after Jake flawlessly completed an assignment, Mary clapped him on the back with a
“Way to go, Champ!” The next day she greeted a similarly stellar performance with a frown and a
muttered, “You misspelled „prosthesis‟ on this report.”
Jake found himself dreading the sight of his boss because he never knew whether Happy Mary or
Nasty Mary had come to work that day. It didn‟t take long for Jake‟s numbers to slip. He grew grumpy
around his colleagues, whose performance also suffered. Fearing the toll all this was taking on his home
life, Jake eventually left for a similar position at Mediquip‟s major competitor.
How could Mary have avoided or solved this leadership misstep? First, she might have thought
about her dog Clover and her 10-yesr-old daughter Amy. What can a golden retriever and a young girl
bring to the solution? Let‟s start with the Clover. In 1967, psychologists Martin Seligman and Steve
Maier performed a ground-breaking experiment where they strapped harnesses on three different packs of
dogs. The first pack, the control group, wore the harnesses for a period of time before gaining their
freedom. The second pack received occasional electric shocks, which they soon learned they could stop
by pressing a lever. The third suffered random electrical shocks they could not stop. The dogs in pack
number three (the ones who could not cancel the shocks) turned into helpless creatures who displayed the
classic symptoms of clinical depression. The scientists called this phenomenon learned helplessness. It
afflicts those who lose all hope of controlling their environment. That‟s what happened to Jake. His boss
strapped a virtual harness onto his back and then shocked him day after day with her inconsistent
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reactions to his performance. Jake plunged into depression, his relationships with his colleagues
deteriorated, and, of course, he soon bolted for greener pastures.
And what about sweet, little golden-haired Amy? Few parenting missteps can harm a child more
than a parent inconsistently expressing interest in a child‟s behavior or rewarding a behavior one day and
punishing it the next. The daughter of an inconsistent parent can easily develop what psychologists call
insecure attachment, a condition researched by psychologists Mary Ainsworth and John Bowlby. These
principles of human behavior explain the effects of inconsistent bossing, one of the most common
mistakes leaders make, and the results of which (sagging performance and the loss of talented people)
keep them awake at night
The best cure for such leadership insomnia begins with a clear understanding of what makes the
brain tick. Mary Summers, for example, can begin to turn her predicament around by remembering that
all the latest management and leadership theory in the world amounts to more than a bowl of stale kibble
if she does not respect the fact that her people were people long before they became employees. Mary
must remain aware of the fact that every person‟s brain reacts to a powerful neurotransmitter called
dopamine, a substance released in response to positive feedback that stimulates a person to learn and
behave in positive ways. A more consistent application of that knowledge would get Jake back on the
superstar track in no time at all.
What Was I Thinking? invites readers to explore the basic principles of human psychology and
the latest findings of neuroscience that shed light on some of the most common and troublesome mistakes
even the most seasoned and expert leaders make. It answers such questions as:


Why do I sometimes feel threatened by my best people? How do I deal with those feelings?



Why did I secretly gloat when one of my star performers screwed up? Does that mean there‟s
something wrong with me?



Why does it take me so long to fire somebody I should have dismissed months ago? How do I
deal with feeling guilty about letting someone go?



Why do people always tell me what they think I want to hear? What can I do to make them tell
me the unvarnished truth?



Why do people cover up their mistakes rather than bring them to me right away? How do I make
this place less toxic?



Why have so many of my superstars left for the competition? How can I detect their unhappiness
much earlier?
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Why do people avoid making eye contact with me? How do I make sure people really listen to
what I say?



Why do I lose my temper so often? How do I keep my cool in hot situations?

Jean Paul Sartre wrote about the “gooeyness” of human nature. Let‟s face it, all of us, whether we sit
at the top of a corporate pyramid or spend our days pushing granite blocks along the ground, are human
beings, and being human is a messy, quirky, complicated, frustrating, perplexing and sometimes
frightening experience. Armed with a better understanding of what psychologists and neuroscientists have
come to understand about this “gooeyness”, any leader can more easily and effectively deal with all the
mess and quirks and complications, especially her own.
Every leader should invest as much time in mastering the mental side of business as she does the
financial side. The more Mary Summers knows about the tiny firings and misfirings of neurotransmitters,
the power of environmental conditions, the inner workings of group dynamics, the nature of deeply rooted
and firmly fortified psychological defenses, and the function of cognitive processes, the fewer mistakes
she will make with her people and the more quickly she will correct the mistakes she does make.
Each chapter poses a tough question then helps readers answer it. Numerous examples, stories,
cases and role-playing exercises engage the reader and make it easy to apply the principles presented in
the chapter. Clear and accessible summaries of both classic and recent state-of-the-art research in
psychology and neuroscience give the book a solid scientific underpinning.
This book teaches a way of looking at and thinking about all the people problems a leader deals
with every minute of every day (and night). In this era of lightning swift technological change,
bewildering chaos sweeping through the business landscape and daunting uncertainty about what the
future holds, it‟s time for leaders to get a better grip on the human component of enterprise. When the
dust settles after the latest eye-popping new techno-gadget has transformed the marketplace and the future
has turned into the past, it will all have happened because of a bunch of fired up, complicated and even
cantankerous people made it happen. Figure them out, figure yourself out, and you will prosper in that
future. Oh, by the way, you‟ll also sleep much better at night.
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The
Audience

THE BUYER
What was I Thinking? will appeal to current and aspiring organizational leaders from entrepreneurs to
those working in Fortune 500 companies, whether they want to equip themselves for promotion, have
recently taken on more responsibility or have been working in management and executive positions for
many years. The book covers so many of the fundamental issues today‟s leaders face, it can serve as a
stand-alone guide to more effective leadership. However, its tight focus on psychology, neuroscience and
human nature also make it the perfect complement to other popular guides.

BUYER POSITION
Buyers of the book will include C-Suite Executives (CEO, COO, CLO, CSO, CFO & CIO), Business
Owners, Directors, Managers, Supervisors, Emerging Leaders, Workgroups and Teams, College
Professors, Business Students, Business Enthusiasts, Management Consultants, Leadership Consultants
and Organizational Consultants.

BUYER CHARACTERISTICS


Intelligent, curious and open-minded



Intuitive, honest and sincere



Dedicated to gaining game-changing insights into what makes people tick



Interested in the psychology of leadership



Curious about the latest research in neuroscience and brain chemistry



Intent on acquiring and developing new skills



Aware that even the best leaders make mistakes
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The
Competition

In recent years publishers have flooded the market with countless leadership books. Despite the
apparent glut, a new bestseller appears every year, proving that nothing fully satisfies the audience‟s
appetite for new contributions to the field. A close inspection of recent offerings reveals four distinct
categories:
1. “Do it My Way”. These autobiographies of successful, famous leaders detail why and how a
celebrity leader succeeded (think Jack Welch, Straight from the Gut and Larry Bossidy,
Execution). Though they can provide powerful lessons, these books often strike readers as a little
“farfetched” when it comes to day in and day out leadership.
2. “The Top Ten‖. These authors offer a numbered list of “proven” leadership skills. Their
formulas contain lots of practical tips, often painfully obvious, but they never veer from upbeat
cheerleading that insists anyone can become a great leader (think Stephen Covey, The 7 Habits
of Highly Effective People).
3. “Tell Me a Story”. These short books present parables and fables that teach a key leadership
principle (think Spencer Johnson, Who Moved My Cheese). Despite their popularity, these titles
strike experienced leaders as simplistic and even silly.
4. “Shift Your Paradigm”. The authors of these books argue that a brave new world of leadership
requires a fundamentally new perspective (think Malcolm Gladwell, Outliers). Though
insightful and thought-provoking, the arguments do not seem immediately applicable to the
business world or the day-to-day problems leaders face.
What was I Thinking? A Corporate Shrink Answers the Tough Questions That Keep Leaders Awake
at Night does not fit snugly into any of those categories. It does offer examples of what leaders do well
and badly, but it does not depend solely on the author‟s personal experience. While it does pose and
answer 11 tough questions, it does not pretend that these are the only issues leaders must resolve. It does
rely on storytelling to make its points, but it draws from a rich variety of examples spanning every type of
leadership situation, from those that worry a leader at a Fortune 500 company to those that plague a lonewolf entrepreneur. And as far as a new paradigm goes, forget about it. What Was I Thinking explores
the deep recesses of the human mind that have not altered much since Ug invented the wheel.
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Readers who bought the following books will want to add What was I Thinking? to their libraries:


The Power of Many: Values for Success in Business and in Life (Crown Business, 2010) by Meg
Whitman and Joan Hamilton, Hardcover, 288 pages.
A recent contributor to a long line of celebrity leadership books, Meg Whitman, former CEO of
eBay, shares her personal story with readers who hanker for insider gossip and the magic key to
their own success. While Whitman does provide an excellent role model for aspiring leaders, she,
like the authors of most “celebrity” leadership books has created more of a billboard for her own
accomplishments than a guide for answering the tough questions about effective leadership.

What was I Thinking? serves up a rich menu of role models but rather than emphasizing their wellearned successes, it also takes a penetrating look at their setbacks and mistakes. It opens a candid
conversation about the challenges of leadership, especially the challenges people at the top do not like to
admit or talk about, and it guides that conversation within the context of basic and cutting edge science.



The Truth about Leadership: The No-fads, Heart-of-the-Matter Facts You Need to Know (JosseyBass, 2010), Hardcover, 224 pages, a sequel to The Leadership Challenge, 4th Edition (JosseyBass, 2007) by James Kouzes and Barry Posner, Hardcover, 416 pages.
Following on the heels of the author‟s leadership classic, this book also incorporates thirty-years
of leadership research. Drawing upon the five practices of exemplary leadership highlighted in
The Leadership Challenge, the authors add new research to support their list of the top 10 “truths”
they think every emerging and seasoned leader should know. The book‟s idealism makes readers
feel good and inspires them to acquire the skills they need to become effective leaders.

In sharp contrast, What was I Thinking? does not preach the ideal. Instead, it recognizes and deals with
what every leader knows: that no matter how much brainpower and experience someone brings to the job,
even the best leader screws up from time to time. Avoiding religious zeal, it illuminates the hard science
that sheds light on the causes of, and cures for, the most troublesome screw-ups.
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Peaks and Valleys: Making Good and Bad Times Work For You At Work And In Life (Atria,
2009) by Spencer Johnson, Hardcover, 112.
Using motivational storytelling, Spencer Johnson shares the story of a young man who lives in a
valley (a bad place) until he meets an old man on a peak (a good place). That encounter changes
his professional and personal life forever. Using the parable approach that made Johnson‟s Who
Moved My Cheese a record-setting bestseller, this newer book relays a few key messages. Like
many of the parable-driven books, Peaks and Valleys comes off as a bit gimmicky and obvious.

Rather than elaborating on obvious, simple lessons, What was I Thinking? urges readers to adopt a new
way of thinking about leadership by applying the science of human behavior and human nature to the
world of business. It strives to add new tools to the leadership box, not just new-fangled versions of the
same old tools.



Outliers: The Story of Success (Little, Brown & Company, 2008) by Malcolm Gladwell,
Hardcover, 309 pages.
Gladwell entertains readers with a phenomenal literary experience, detailing the commonalities
among some of the most successful, talented people of our time. His style of writing and
storytelling has won a loyal following and has put all of his books at the top of the bestseller lists.
Although a powerful and enjoyable book, it does not easily transport its‟ message to the messy
day in and day out struggles of the working leader.

What was I Thinking? also looks into commonalities, but not just the inspiring ones. It takes a scalpel to
the painful ones, the ones that can damage even the best leaders and their people. Instead of peering at the
exceptional “outliers” among us, it studies the every day, ordinary folks who know they fall short of
perfection.



Primal Leadership: Learning to Lead with Emotional Intelligence (Harvard Business Press, 2004)
by Daniel Goleman, Richard Boyatzis and Annie McKee, paperback, 336 pages.
The authors rely on their extensive research on emotional intelligence (EI) to explain what adds
to and detracts from resonant leadership. They also explore how the EI competencies influence
different leadership styles. The authors also spend time discussing how to create emotionally
intelligent cultures. This book compliments Goleman‟s breakthrough work, Emotional
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Intelligence: Why It Can Matter More Than IQ, now in its 10th Edition. Both works highlight the
importance of incorporating vital mental and emotional components into the way leaders act and
interact with others.
What was I Thinking? complements Goleman‟s work by incorporating the cornerstones of emotional
intelligence, but it covers a broader landscape of psychological and neuropsychological principles that
help leaders better understand and solve leadership problems. In addition, it adds the field of group
dynamics/psychology to address all of the idiosyncrasies and nuances that go hand-in-hand with leading
people.


Shine: Using Brain Science to Get the Best from Your People (Harvard Business Press, 2011) by
Edward M. Hallowell, Hardcover, 224 pages.
Written by a psychiatrist who specializes in the treatment of Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD),
Hallowell uses his knowledge of brain science and performance research to help managers get the
best performance from individuals and teams.

What was I Thinking? goes beyond Shine‟s work, expanding the scope to include other key
psychological and group dynamic concepts. It journeys through a broad landscape of leadership issues,
such as attraction, retention, engagement, talent management and development and the creation of valuerich, people-focused cultures.
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The Author

A Quick look at Dr. Nicole Lipkin‟s accomplishments reveals


A highly-skilled trainer, coach and consultant who helps people
and organizations get where they need to go professionally and
personally



The successful owner owner/operator of a group psychology practice and international leadership
consulting firm



A popular speaker at meetings of international organizations & associations



A regular contributor to the national and international broadcast community



A successful writer who co-authored the popular management book ―Y in the Workplace:
Managing the ―Me First‖ Generation‖

Dr. Lipkin holds a Doctorate in Clinical Psychology, as well as a Master of Business Administration and
Master of Criminal Justice from Widener University. She received her Advanced Certified Personal and
Executive Coach Certification through the industry-leading College of Executive Coaching. She is
President of the Philadelphia Society of Clinical Psychologists, an Advisory Board Member of the UKbased City Security and Resilience Networks and is an active member of several psychological and
business organizations including:


Philadelphia Society of Clinical Psychologists, President



City Security and Resilience Networks (CSARN), Advisory Board Member



Independence Art Studio, Board Member



Pennsylvania Psychological Association, Fellow



American Psychological Association, Member



International Coaching Federation, Member



Council of Business Volunteers for the Arts, Volunteer Management Consultant



Psychologists in Independent Practice, Division 41, Member
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Dr. Lipkin‟s broad interests and experiences have made her:
…. an expert on human behavior, the brain and psychological theory:
Dr. Lipkin‟s love for business and psychology has brought her to a field that combines all of her passions.
As a licensed psychologist, her experience, training and education has provided her with an integrated
understanding of human biology and human psychology. She combines this training with her extensive
work in the business world, where she helps current and emerging leaders develop their skills. Her proven
and effective systems draw from the fundamentals of human nature and psychology and the latest
research in the field of neuroscience, which she applies to management, leadership and culture building.

Prior to applying psychology and neuroscience to the business arena, Nicole worked as a forensic
psychologist, specializing in forensic evaluation, consultation, expert testimony and the treatment of
offenders. She worked on white-collar crimes, as well as sex offender, juvenile delinquency and murder
cases, and she taught forensic psychology at Philadelphia University.
…a skilled businessperson:
Before starting her company, Dr. Lipkin performed leadership roles in a number of companies, both big
and small. In 2005, Dr. Lipkin opened a private group psychology practice, Equilibria Psychological and
Consultation Services, LLC. Within a year, she opened Equilibria Kids, a group psychology practice for
the treatment and assessment of children and teens. Then she launched Equilibria Leadership Consulting,
an international business/organizational solutions company. She coaches and consults with leaders and
their organizations to improve management and leadership skills, strengthen the leadership pipeline and
develop sustainable behaviors and practices that help increase organizational and human capital
resilience.
…a popular writer and public speaker:
Dr. Lipkin co-authored the popular business and management book, “Y in the Workplace: Managing
the “Me First” Generation” (Career Press, 2009). She also contributed the chapter “Executive
Leadership Coaching” to the book Earning a Living Outside of Managed Care: Fifty Ways to
Leave Your Oppressor (American Psychological Association, 2010). A highly sought speaker and
consultant, she has done work for such organizations as The American Society of Training and
Development, ProObject, American Association of Orthopedic Surgeons, Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), City Security and Resilience Networks (CSARN) in the UK, LatinNext and HR Academy
in Brazil, Global Aware International and Tiny-G in the UK, Security Watch India, International Council
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of Shopping Centers (ICSC), National Retail Federation (NRF) and The Boys and Girls Club of America.
She has also made formal presentations at a number of professional conferences such as Pennsylvania
Psychological Association and The National Retail Federation. Nicole frequently accepts media
invitations and has appeared on NPR, NBC, CBS, Fox Business News, SHRM Magazine and numerous
other media outlets both nationally and internationally.
… an accomplished athlete:
Nicole has enjoyed success as a semi-professional ice-skater, modern dancer and fencer. Currently, she
engages in Crossfit and competes in extreme obstacle races.
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A SAMPLING OF DR. LIPKIN’S CLIENTS:
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The
Collaborator

Visit Michael‟s website to learn more about his recent
accomplishments: http://www.michaelsnellagency.com

Literary Agent, book developer and writer Michael Snell has authored, co-authored, and collaborated on
45 books, including The New York Times best sellers Creating Excellence with Craig Hickman (New
American Library), The Oz Principle with Roger Connors and Tom Smith Prentice-Hall /Portfolio, How
Did That Happen with Roger Connors and Tom Smith (Portfolio, Change the Culture, Change the
Game with Roger Connors and Tom Smith (Portfolio) and Leadership IQ (Wiley) with Emmett Murphy.
Other recent collaborations include Business at the Speed of Need with John Bernard (forthcoming from
Wiley), Talent IQ with Emmet Murphy (Adams Media), Your Inner CEO with Allan Cox Career
Press), and Iron Butterflies with Birute Regine (Prometheus).

Specializing in business books, he has agented over 1000 titles since founding his agency in 1978.
Successful titles include Journey To The Emerald City by Roger Connors and Tom Smith (PrenticeHall/Portfolio), which will appear from Portfolio in a completely revised edition in 2011 under the title
Change the Culture/Change the Game, Bargaining for Advantage and The Art of Woo by Richard
Shell (Penguin), The Ultimate Sales Letter by Dan Kennedy (Adams Media), Topgrading by Brad
Smart (Prentice-Hall/Portfolio), The Complete Idiot’s Guide to MBA Basics by Tom Gorman (alpha),
Why Didn’t I Think of That? by Charles McCoy (Prentice-Hall/Portfolio), and Leading Self-Directed
Work Teams by Kim Fisher (McGraw-Hill).

He has also collaborated on fitness books, including Sally Edwards‟ Heart Zone Training (Adams
Media) and pet books, including Myrna Milani‟s Body Language and Emotion in Dogs and Body
Language and Emotion in Cats, (Morrow/ HarperCollins).
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His Prima/Crown book From Book Idea to Bestseller has helped thousands of aspiring writers get their
work successfully published. A frequent speaker at writers‟ conferences and workshops, Michael
constantly promotes both his titles and those on which he has collaborated. His media contacts create
feature articles in local and national newspapers and magazines as well as appearances on radio and
television.

―We wish to thank our collaborator and agent Michael Snell for his thoughtful suggestions, editorial
expertise and encouragement throughout this process.‖

–Roger Connors and Tom Smith, founders of Partners In Leadership and authors of How Did That
Happen, The Oz Principle and Change the Culture/Change the Game (previously Journey to the
Emerald City).

―Thanks go to our literary agent, Michael Snell. Michael guided us from book idea to published
product—brainstorming with us over the proposal, the book‘s title (the words ‗the art of woo‘ were
spoken by him first), the contract, chapter titles, and other matters large and small. Mike is more than an
agent; he is a true friend and partner.‖

–Richard Shell, director of the Wharton School‟s executive Negotiation Workshop and author of
Bargaining for Advantage 2nd Edition and The Art of Woo.
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Author’s
Promotional
Platform &
Plan

Nicole Lipkin will support the publisher‟s promotion of What was I Thinking?: A Corporate Shrink
Answers the Tough Questions that Keep Leaders Awake at Night with her own national and
international platform. She will:


Retain a Public Relations firm to augment the publisher‟s effort



Arrange for print and electronic media appearances



Incorporate the book into personal appearances at conferences and speaking engagements



Sell the book in all of her coaching assignments



Promote the book through her consulting and association relationships



Create a What was I Thinking? interactive website to create buzz and promote the book



Expand her social networking efforts to promote the book

INDEPENDENT PUBLIC RELATIONS FIRM
With her publisher‟s approval, Dr. Lipkin will hire a business book public relations specialist for a
minimum of three months. Dr. Lipkin will also use this firm to help her secure speaking engagements. Dr.
Lipkin funded a similar initiative for her last book. She has hired Betty Rauch, an independent marketing
and communications professional to help with imaging and branding the book.

PRINT AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA
Dr. Lipkin continually makes national and international media appearances and will use her existing
media relationships with producers to create opportunities to market the book. In the past she has
appeared on Fox Business News, WGN TV in Chicago, NBC10 and CB3 in Philadelphia.
A frequent radio commentator, she has conveyed her ideas on dozens of stations throughout the US and in
Canada. These include: , “The Dan Gottlieb Show” and “The Morning Show with Shelly Irwin” on
National Public Radio (NPR), ABC Radio, “Conversations with Peter Solomon” on WIP-AM, and some
popular morning shows like “The Matt and Crank Show” on WZBH-FM. In addition, she has been
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quoted in national publications like Investor‟s Business Daily, Reuters, SHRM Online, the Metlife section
of the New York Times and SmartBrief. Internationally she has been quoted in publications in Brazil,
India and the UK.
If the publisher is amenable, Dr. Lipkin would be thrilled to promote the book via a city-by-city tour,
coupled with as many television and radio appearances as possible in the cities she visits.

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS
Dr. Lipkin‟s high profile as an expert on crisis leadership, generation Y and the leadership pipeline, and
human and organizational resilience draws invitations from associations and companies. These
engagements brought international attention to her previous book, Y in the Workplace: Managing the
“Me First” Generation. Dr. Lipkin will exploit all forthcoming engagements to promote What Was I
Thinking? A sampling of her 2010-2011 speaking engagements in the US and abroad included:















Invited International Speaker at the 20:20 Vision/CSARN National Business Security for the
Next Decade, London, England, February 24, 2010. Characteristics of Great Leadership During
Times of Crisis.
Invited International Speaker at Contalento 2010 – Conferencia Nacional de Gestão de
Talentos, San Paulo, Brazil, March 16, 2010. Generation Y in the Workplace: Strategies for
Effectively Developing the Next Generation of Leaders,
Invited Speaker at the Boys & Girls Clubs of America National Conference, New York, NY,
May 13, 2010. Engaging and Developing Key Talent.
Invited International Speaker for Security Watch India‟s Building Secure Cities in Troubled
Times. (Delhi, Pune, Hyderabad, Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Jaipur, Mumbai), May 24-June 4,
2010. Crisis Leadership & Staff Trauma.
Invited Speaker at the International Crisis Leadership Conference hosted by CSARN, London,
England, June 11, 2010. Crisis Leadership.
Invited Speaker at the International Council of Shopping Centers, Shopping Center Security
Conference, Atlanta, GA, June 15, 2010. Managing Generation Y in the Security Industry.
Workshop Presenter at the Pennsylvania Psychological Association Annual Conference,
Harrisburg, PA, June 19, 2010. Generation Y and the Workplace.
Invited International Workshop Presenter at the DesenvolveRH Congresso Nacional Sobre
Desinvolvimento de Pessoas Conference, San Paulo, Brazil, August 10, 2010. Emotional
Intelligence: Developing High Impact Leaders.
Invited Speaker at the Tiny-G Conference, New York, New York, September 15, 2010. Human
Capital and Organizational Resilience.
Invited International Speaker at the Tiny-G Conference, London, England, October 28, 2010.
Crisis Leadership.
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Invited Keynote Speaker at the American Society for Training and Development, Houston
Meeting, Houston, Texas, January 11, 2011. Challenging the Myths of Generation Y in the
Workplace.
Invited Workshop Presenter at the American Society for Training and Development ASTD
Houston Professional Development Series, Houston, Texas, January 12, 2011. Developing the
Next Generation of Leaders.
Invited Presenter at the CSARN UK/US Transatlantic Exchange, Chicago, IL, April 6, 2011.
Human Capital and Organizational Resilience: Managing the Human Crisis Response
Invited Presenter at Counter Terrorism Expo and Critical National Infrastructure Protection
Conference, London, England, April 19, 2011. Building People and Organizational Resilience
Prior to a Crisis
Invited Workshop Presenter at the Penske Auto Retail Group Annual Leadership Conference,
Detroit, MI, May 19, 2011. Managing Generation Y.
Invited Workshop Presenter at the National Retail Federation and International Council of
Shopping Centers Loss Prevention Conference, Dallas, TX, June 13, 2011. Managing Unruly
Teens in Shopping Centers
Webinar Presenter for DealersEdge Managing & Selling to Gen “Y” in the Dealership & Why
it‟s Important, June 16, 2011
Webinar Presenter for NADA University Managing Gen Y, August 3, 2011.
Invited Workshop facilitator for Wharton Business School, Undergraduate Leadership
Coaching Program, Personal Resiliency.

Dr. Lipkin will leverage her extensive contacts to generate workshop, training and seminar engagements
to support sales and to market What Was I Thinking? In addition to workshops, seminars, and trainings
devoted exclusively to the issues covered in the book, the questions, psychological correlates and
solutions from the book will be incorporated into two of Dr. Lipkin‟s established training programs:
Young Talent RPM®, about retaining, promoting and motivating young talent and Leadership RPM®, her
leadership development program and consulting platform. Currently Dr. Lipkin has several ongoing
initiatives with partner companies (DMRH, The Rikess Group, ICSC) that are creating ongoing exposure
via speaking and consulting engagements. Dr. Lipkin will purchase books from the publisher to sell at
every speaking engagement.

COACHING ASSIGNMENTS
Dr. Lipkin provides coaching and consultation services to leaders from large to small organizations and
businesses, nationally and internationally. All of these individuals and their companies represent
potential book buyers.
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ASSOCIATION AND CONSULTING RELATIONSHIPS
In addition to her personal database of over 1,200 connections, including national and international
company decision-makers from many industries, Dr. Lipkin has numerous professional contacts that will
allow her to widely disseminate information about her forthcoming book. She will also send What was I
Thinking? to over 100 decision makers with whom she has close relationships.

Professional Affiliations:








American Psychological Association-Member
Advisory Council, CSARN, England-Member (2009-current)
Philadelphia Society of Clinical Psychologists (PSCP)-President (2011-2012 Term)
Division 41-Psychologists in Independent Practice-Member
Pennsylvania Psychological Association-Fellow
International Coaching Federation-Member
Volunteer Management Consultant for Pennsylvania Chamber of Commerce and Business
Volunteers for the Arts

Databases:
Dr. Lipkin has access to a number of databases through which she will market What was I Thinking?:











Philadelphia Society of Clinical Psychologists – 3,800
Pennsylvania Psychological Association (PPA-Fellow): Database of 3000 members
American Psychological Association (APA) database: 154,000 members
International Coach Federation (Member): 16,000 members
International Council of Shopping Centers - 55,000 members
City Security and Resilience Networks (CSARN) - 20,000 (including companies like Sodexo,
BT, Virgin Atlantic, RBS, Nomura, Marsh & McLennan, Marriot, Foreign and Commonwealth
Office, Deutsche Bank & Aon Hewitt)
LatinNext & HR Academy (HR Academy is one of 4 branches of LatinNext (Members include
companies such as Google, Deloitte, McDonalds, Phillip Morris, Microsoft, and Marsh)
Global Aware International and Tiny-G (Terrorist Information New York Group) - networking
organization for security professionals. Their conferences are held in NY, Chicago and the UK
Security Watch India (Networking organization throughout India and UK)

WEBSITE PROMOTION
The author has three optimized websites (www.equilibrialeadership.com (formerly
www.equilibriacoaching.com), www.equilibriapcs.com, and www.equilibriakids.com): each will include
an active link from the book cover on their homepages to the What Was I Thinking? website. She
currently features the book on her Equilibria Leadership Consulting website to create buzz. Her main
business website, equilibrialeadership.com, was optimized and re-launched under the new name in July,
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2010. (Before July, this site was averaging 150 hits/month. Now, the number of hits is rapidly growing.)
Dr. Lipkin‟s psychology websites, equilibriapcs.com and equilibriakids.com, were optimized and relaunched in March, 2010 and now average approximately 1,000 hits/month. All of Dr. Lipkin‟s sites
have active written and video blogs. Her consulting website, www.equilibrialeadership.com, was used
effectively to market Dr. Lipkin‟s first book, Y in the Workplace.

The What Was I Thinking? website will be activated as soon as a contract is signed. Constructed as an
interactive community, visitors will be able to discuss leadership woes, sharing case example, stories,
experiences and solutions. Website visitors will also be encouraged to provide email addresses for
advance notification of publication.

SOCIAL NETWORK PROMOTION
Dr. Lipkin has hired a social media expert to help expand her brand and create an online presence and
buzz for the book and her businesses. She already has developed approximately 2000 contacts and
relationships with sites such as Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter. She will continue to use these
platforms to market the book and drive people to the What Was I Thinking? website, currently being
promoted on her equilibrialeadership.com website until the book is sold. Once the book is sold, the social
media expert will develop a strategically focused marketing strategy to promote the book on these sites,
which will include blogging (video and written), postings and promotions.
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Book
Contents &
Specifications

Introduction

Mind Your Head

Chapter One

Why Does a Bright Boss Like Me Make Stupid Mistakes?

Chapter Two

Why Can‟t I Develop My People‟s Full Potential?

Chapter Three

Why Do Some of My Stars Suddenly Lose Their Mojo?

Chapter Four

Why Do So Many of My Best People Bolt Out The Door?

Chapter Five

Why Don‟t People Heed My Sage Advice?

Chapter Six

Why Do Smart Individuals Make Dumb Team Decisions?

Chapter Seven

Why Do I Feel Happy When I See Someone Fail?

Chapter Eight

Why Do I React The Way I Do When Someone Threatens My Job?

Chapter Nine

Why Do I Lose My Cool In Hot Situations?

Chapter Ten

Why Does This Place Feel So Toxic?

Chapter Eleven

Why Does My Ambition Turn Me Into An SOB?

Conclusion

Keep Your Head in the Game

Projected Manuscript Length:

70,000 words

Format:

Hardcover and/or trade paperback

Anticipated Delivery Date:

9 months from contract

Form of Delivery:

Microsoft Word, submitted electronically
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Chapter
Summaries

INTRODUCTION

MIND YOUR HEAD

Effective leaders span the entire spectrum, from the fierce Miranda Priestly played by Meryl
Streep in “The Devil Wears Prada”, who chews up her support staff and spits them out before her
morning cup of Starbucks, to Sheryl Sandberg, Facebook‟s supportive and caring Chief Operating
Officer, whom everyone loves and admires. Both women rose to leadership positions because they got
results, and, like it or not, they will keep moving up as long as they get results. But what if they screw up?
Neither will keep their jobs if they keep screwing up and never take corrective action.
Whatever your leadership style, you will make your share of mistakes. To keep your name from the
roster of leaders who tumbled down the ladder even faster than they charged up it, you will need to
answer the question, “What was I thinking?” Invariably, you can answer that question by exploring the
psychology of the situation. Once you gain a clear understanding of the underlying principles, you can set
about solving the immediate problem and inoculating yourself against repeating the blunder. When you
boil it all down, success in leadership, like success in life, depends on accurate self and relationship
awareness, awareness you can strengthen with a more thorough understanding of psychology,
neuroscience and group dynamics.
The Introduction establishes the book‟s mission, details the solutions and benefits it offers readers,
and sketches a sweeping overview of the journey ahead.
Readers will learn:


The psychological realities that affect leadership success



The need to apply basic psychology and the latest brain science in the workplace



Why every leader makes mistakes from time to time



The importance of minimizing the unintended consequences of leadership actions
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CHAPTER ONE

WHY DOES A BRIGHT BOSS LIKE ME MAKE STUPID MISTAKES?

Lieutenant Colonel "H" Jones, the Commanding Officer of Great Britain‟s 2nd Battalion
Parachute Regiment, led the battle of Goose Green during the Falklands war in 1982. When a subordinate
offered an idea for dealing with a seemingly impenetrable Argentine defensive line, Jones ordered him to
shut up "because I am trying to win a battle here". Charging heedlessly ahead into the enemy‟s line,
Jones not only lost the battle, he lost his life, as well as the lives of several core staff members. Soon after
the debacle, the Regiment‟s second in command took charge and, taking the advice Jones had ignored,
managed to penetrate the line. Military historian Richard Holmes later referred to this incident as a prime
example of a classic "I'm too busy to win" leadership mistake. Psychologists attribute this seemingly
impulsive, poor decision making to such ingrained processes as emotional tagging and pattern
recognition. Neuroscientists demonstrate in Sources of Power: How People Make Decisions that past
experiences, prejudgments, and misleading self-interests can make every human thought and behavior
bafflingly complex.
While you may never find yourself in a life-or-death situation, you will probably suffer the
consequences of a momentary lapse in judgment, when your concentration on the task at hand renders
you deaf and blind to critical input from others. Such mistakes may not cost lives, but they do exact a
heavy price on colleagues, teams and entire organizations. When you understand the psychology behind
your screw-ups, you can much more easily develop the mental skills needed to keep you from repeating
them. This chapter will shed light on why even the best bosses screw up from time to time and will
address the key psychological principles for turning a Good Boss Gone Bad moment into a learning
opportunity.

Readers will learn:


The psychological underpinnings of the Good Boss Gone Bad Syndrome



How the Good Boss Gone Bad Syndrome affects everyone in the organization.



How to develop leadership self awareness and self management, the only cure for the Good Boss
Gone Bad Syndrome



Steps for re-establishing healthy relationships after a Good Boss Gone Bad episode
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CHAPTER TWO

WHY DO I HESITATE HIRING OR FIRING PEOPLE?

“Kerry”, the office manager of “Serve Med”, a large medical practice, cost the business $6,800 in
accounting errors throughout the course of the year. When Kerry‟s boss “Natalia” confronted her with
these numbers, Kerry shed big crocodile tears, apologized and promised to do better in the future, but she
kept on making the same costly errors. Kerry could not retain and act on feedback, demonstrated no
initiative and had become something of a joke among the partners in the practice. No one trusted her
numbers, including information about patients‟ insurance coverage. Kerry was not consciously trying to
sabotage the office; she just wasn‟t equipped to swim in the deep end of the pool. When Natalia failed to
take decisive action for over a year, the situation deteriorated to the point that the partners not only
distrusted Kerry, they began to fret about Natalia‟s competence as a leader. Worse, Serve Med‟s patients
began to perceive the company as a disorganized mess. By the time Natalia finally fired Kerry, the
company had suffered irreparable damage.
No decision matters more to a leader‟s success than hiring the right people and firing them when they
go wrong. The right hire can add tremendous value to the organization, and a wrong hire (or a good hire
gone bad that you can‟t bring yourself to fire) can do a lot of damage. Even though a leader may adopt
objective criteria for making these decisions, she will always find herself mired in the messy, subjective
emotions that always surround sensitive and important “people” issues. Decisions to hire and fire are
inextricably bound up with a boss‟ values, attitudes, cognitive biases and all the neurotransmitter
processes going off in her brain. Add to that, the complex psychological firestorms going on in the head
of the person getting dismissed, and you cook up a veritable stew of subjectivity. A recent article
published in the Journal of Personnel Psychology discusses how underlying and sometimes unconscious
psychological processes can overrule objective benchmarks for hiring and firing people. The wise leader
takes into account all of the psychological factors whenever she hires or fires someone.
Readers will learn:


The Human Side of Hiring



The Human Side of Firing



What good and bad relationships do to our brains



The employee perspective on hiring and firing
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CHAPTER THREE

WHY DO SOME OF MY STARS SUDDENLY LOSE THEIR MOJO?

In 1996, Sunbeam hired the notorious “Chainsaw” Al Dunlap to take the helm as CEO, with the
mandate to improve organizational effectiveness. Dunlap, who fancied himself “Rambo in Pinstripes,”
had developed a reputation for issuing withering tirades and chopping the head off anyone who fell short
of expectations. When executives failed to hit unrealistically ambitious goals, massive layoffs ensued.
Naturally, the atmosphere of fear and repression soon engulfed the entire organization. Not only did
Sunbeam‟s people lose their personal mojo, the company lost its corporate mojo on Wall Street. The stock
price crashed, and after two hellish years, the board fired Dunlap. His brutish, slash-and-burn tyrannical
behavior earned him a class action lawsuit on behalf of shareholders and a civil suit launched by the SEC.
In the end, he was barred from ever serving as a Chair or Director of any public company.
No business outcome more seriously jeopardizes a leader‟s tenure than employee disengagement.
After 30 years of research, interviewing close to 17 million employees, The Gallup Organization revealed
in The Journal of Applied Psychology and The Harvard Business Review how disengagement negatively
affects productivity, performance, discretionary effort, workplace safety, loyalty, morale, and the bottom
line. The same study showed the opposite outcomes for high engagement. This chapter examines the
psychology and brain science behind disengagement and its powerful alternative.
Readers will learn:


The mojo lifecycle of employees



The psychology behind mojo depletion



The negative effects of breaching the workplace psychological contract



Strategies for engagement and motivation that respect human nature
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CHAPTER FOUR

WHY DO SO MANY OF MY BEST PEOPLE BOLT OUT THE DOOR?

27-year-old “Ali” worked as a manager for “Maples”, a well-known national retailer. Exhibiting
more loyalty than the typical millennial, she had spent five years climbing the rungs of the corporate
ladder. She loved Maples, in large part because her bosses had always treated her as a valuable asset and
had rewarded her accordingly. She greatly enjoyed her relationships with co-workers and treated those
who reported to her as members of one big happy family. People loved and respected her in return.
Then Maples merged with a larger organization. New leadership replaced the old guard, and
before long Ali began feeling like a little cog in a big corporate wheel. Her boss, whom Ali dubbed the
“Ice Queen”, made it clear that she did not want to establish a personal relationship with Ali and never
met with her except in a formal setting. As happens with most takeovers, many formerly happy
employees left for similar jobs elsewhere. The bounce went out of Ali‟s step. She grew increasingly
unhappy and soon began interviewing with rival retailers. Within a few months, Ali had accepted a lower
level, less well-paying position across town. During the exit interview Ms. Ice Queen astonished Ali by
telling her that she had never seen a more capable manager in all her years in the business. Ali muttered,
“Are you kidding me?” and strolled out the door.
Why do valued people bolt out the door? They can‟t relate to the boss, they find the job
unsatisfying, they see a better opportunity elsewhere, they feel doomed in their current job, or they decide
to strike out on their own. All of these reasons stem from a breach in the workplace psychological
contract, a core component of employee engagement and retention. In fact, according to an article
published in the Journal of Organizational Behavior by Robinson and Rousseu, breaches in the
psychological contract can cause feelings of betrayal leaders recognize far too late in the game, when
disgruntled people have already put one foot out the door. This chapter discusses the psychology that will
enable leaders to anticipate and resolve such issues.
Readers will learn:
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The 5 reasons people leave their jobs



The psychological reasons behind most departures



How to turn the reasons why people leave into the reasons why they stay



Retention strategies that tap into human nature
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CHAPTER FIVE

WHY DON’T PEOPLE HEED MY SAGE ADVICE?

“Diane” and “Bob”, Senior VPs at” Dana Shield”, a large health care insurance company,
managed two large teams. With respect to technical measures, they each performed admirably, but
somehow Diane had built stronger rapport with her peers. For instance, whenever Diane offers an opinion
at a meeting of senior executives, the others immediately nod their approval and write it down. Bob‟s
views, on the other hand, almost always elicit blank looks and even grimaces. What explains Diane‟s
knack for easily wooing her colleagues? Why can‟t Bob accomplish the same when he offers equally
good ideas?
Some people display a knack for persuasion and negotiation, easily getting everyone excited
about everything they say. Psychologists and marketing gurus know all about wooing people. In his
book Influence: The Psychology of Persuasion, Social Psychologist, Robert Cialdini, Ph.D., describes
how we feel good around influential people, who strike us as likable, authoritative, trustworthy and
credible. We also feel that influencers reciprocate our feelings. Our perceptions govern the relationship
and, real or not, lead us to take their advice, vote for them and believe their sales pitch. In this chapter the
corporate shrink reveals the neurological and psychological reasons behind an effective leader‟s ability to
get people to heed her sage advice.
Readers will learn:


The psychology behind influence, persuasion, perception and power



The tricks our brains play when it comes to social/relationship awareness and management



The fine line between communication and manipulation



People‟s attitudes about working for influencers and non-influencers



How to improve other people‟s perceptions of you
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CHAPTER SIX

WHY DO SMART INDIVIDUALS MAKE DUMB TEAM DECISIONS?

Suddenly the fire alarm starts blaring. Twenty startled people look up from their cubicles but still
take time to finish their emails and complete their phone calls before slowly gathering their stuff and
looking around to see how their colleagues are reacting to the situation. While each individual knows that
the siren tells them to “GET OUT NOW!” they rely on others to help them decide exactly how they
should heed that warning. According to the 2005 National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
study drawn from interviews with approximately 900 survivors from the tragic attack on the World Trade
Center on 9/11, survivors waited an average of 6 minutes (some as much as 45-minutes) before heading
down the stairs. They were waiting for cues from others before they took steps to get out of the building.
Does this seem like dumb behavior? No. It happens because some perfectly normal psychological
processes kick in. Normalcy bias, the milling process, group think, the human tendency toward
followership rather than leadership, and other powerful principles related to group dynamics quite often
overrule years of training about what to do in a certain situation. Team-think trumps individual initiative
all the time. This chapter explains why people behave differently in groups and what you can do to keep
them from making team-think mistakes.
Readers will learn:


The psychology of group dynamics



Strategies for counteracting the harmful effects of group dynamics to ensure better decision
making, group functioning, collaboration, and performance



How to prevent the psychological effects of toxic team experiences



Special tactics for leading groups in a time of crisis or change
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CHAPTER SEVEN

WHY DO I FEEL HAPPY WHEN I SEE SOMEONE FAIL?

For years, Martha Stewart presided as the queen of domestic perfection. In the end, however, her
arrogant and condescending behind-the-scenes behavior made her the butt of late-night talk show jokes
and the inmate of a minimum-security prison for lying about her financial affairs. People who had once
felt inferior to the domestic diva, now experienced a little thrill of schadenfreude over her fall from grace.
Golf star Tiger Woods suffered a similar reversal of public opinion when the tabloids reported the sordid
details of his infidelities to his wife. It‟s perfectly natural to feel some degree of pleasure when we see
someone else suffer, especially a successful person who may have formerly sparked feelings of envy or
resentment. In fact, according to an article published in Administrative Science Quarterly by Barsade, the
psychological phenomena of social contagion can cause schadenfreude to serve as a bonding experience
among those who feel the same way about an individual. Watching a colleague‟s sinking ship, our group
feels safe and happy in their own boat.
Leaders do not enjoy immunity from this universal phenomenon. When it occurs over the failure
of a subordinate, peer or superior, they wonder about their own fitness as a leader. Even more troubling,
they often descend into a swamp of self-loathing when they become the target of other peoples‟
schadenfreude in the wake of a leadership blunder, especially when social contagion has infected the
whole group. In this chapter readers will discover the causes and cures of schadenfreude in the workplace.
Readers will learn:


The causes of schadenfreude



The effects of rivalry, envy and competition in the workplace



The Tonics and Instigators: Social support, self esteem, insecurity & pride



How to dismantle a culture imbued with schadenfreude
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CHAPTER EIGHT

WHY DO I REACT THE WAY I DO WHEN SOMEONE THREATENS MY JOB?

“Jessica” a VP at the advertising firm “Grey and Black”, offered to secure some vital information
for “Gary”, a key member of her team, who needed the data for his part of a joint presentation to a major
new client prospect the next day. Once she had assembled all the research, however, she quietly organized
it all into a slick PowerPoint show, which she sprang on the client long before they got to Gary‟s part of
the presentation. Jessica ended up looking like a genius, while Gary came off as a know-nothing boob.
Never had he felt more resentful of his boss‟ knack for stealing the limelight.
Jessica pulled such stunts all the time in a misguided effort to maintain her top dog status and
keep her people where she felt they belonged, in subservient roles. A lot of her direct reports thought she
did it out of arrogance, but, in fact, she had fallen victim to a deep-seated fear that one of her people
would someday outshine and replace her. The corporate world did not invent such behavior. It goes all the
way back to the caves, to before “Ug” discovered fire, to when “Ugette” threatened his leadership of the
clan? Off with her head!
According to a survey completed in 2010 by the Workplace Bullying Institute and Zogby
International, 35% of American workers, roughly 53.5 million people, have fallen victim to bullies at
work. Bullying occurs in a variety of ways, ranging from small gestures of disrespect and sarcasm to
outright sabotage, browbeating, name-calling and threats of violence. The psychology of a saboteur,
highlighted in a 2009 article in Psychological Science, involves feelings of self worth and personal
confidence, ego structure, irrational thinking, defense mechanisms, and the saboteur‟s perception of social
power. In this chapter the author examines such fears, describes their implications for both leaders and
followers and shows how to reduce or eliminate the negative effects of mistaken self-protective behavior.
Readers will learn:


How the brain can cause a person to act as saboteur and/or victim



The defense mechanisms people use to win at all costs



The hidden psychological consequences of resentment, jealousy and power plays



Steps for repairing resentful relationships
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CHAPTER NINE

WHY DO I LOSE MY COOL IN HOT SITUATIONS??

Rick Rescorla, the Chief Security Officer for Morgan Stanley at the company‟s World Trade
Center offices, trained the company‟s 2700 employees to act predictably in a crisis by conducting surprise
evacuation drills every few months. Rescorla didn‟t care if one of the stock brokers was closing a multimillion dollar deal; he would, if necessary, grab the unhappy fellow‟s tie and drag him bodily down the
40 stories to safety. On the morning of 9/11, Rescorla‟s training saved all but fourteen of Morgan
Stanley‟s people. This amazing man knew that when stressed, survival depends on a person‟s ability to
face hard facts and seize control of the situation, whether you are dealing with sudden acute stress or
ongoing chronic stress.
In today‟s business world crisis and chronic stress have become the rule rather than the exception.
When the going gets hot, smart leaders should remain cool, calm and collected. So why do so many
leaders freeze like a deer in the headlights, flee in order to avoid accountability or fight to point a blaming
finger at everyone else when things get hot? Because the 1400+ physiological changes that sweep through
our brains and bodies when we are encounter immediate or prolonged stress often make the human brain
go bonkers. If bears attack you, be it a snarling grizzly or a bunch of baby bears nipping at your ankles,
your brain activates your incredibly powerful biological survival system, the same one that led Rescorla‟s
people to safety. On the other hand, when a crisis or prolonged stress kicks your survival system into
action in the workplace, your body and mind can also become your worst enemy. Just when you need to
behave calmly and intelligently, you lose your head. In today‟s workplace, stress happens. Get used to it.
But how you react to it is 100% negotiable. This chapter presents the psychological and physiological
components of stress and shows specific ways leaders can keep their cool in hot situations.
Readers will learn:


What happens to a human brain and body under acute and prolonged stress



How pressure and stress affect decision making, perception and employee relations



The art and science of resilience



Ways to prepare the brain and body to handle stress, pressure and crisis by talking to yourself,
learning your stress ABC‟s, thinking like a marathoner and conducting a reality check
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CHAPTER TEN

WHY DOES THIS PLACE FEEL SO TOXIC?

On April 20, 2010, the Deepwater Horizon offshore rig leased by BP to drill for oil in the Gulf of
Mexico, exploded and caught fire. Eleven workers died, and millions of barrels of oil spilled into the
Gulf. The clean-up efforts and devastating consequences of this spill continue today. Along the way the
press exposed the company as a toxic environment, in every sense of the word. BP had pursued
aggressive cost cutting measures at the expense of employee and public safety, its CEO deflected blame
and went yachting in the middle of the disaster, and the company‟s handling of the event sent its value
tumbling. Ultimately, the poor handling of the situation robbed a fortune from British retirees, who
depended on a strong BP for their security of their retirement accounts.
Toxic workplaces share a common trait: Ineffective leadership that decreases job security,
increases employee dissatisfaction, creates confusion with poor communication, stunts growth, and
destroys work/life balance. Toxic work environments, like rapidly spreading viruses, cause an epidemic
of stress and negativity. Our limbic systems create a flash mob: everyone in the workplace starts singing
the same song and tapping the same dance. In their pivotal book, Primal Leadership: Learning to Lead
with Emotional Intelligence, Goleman, Boyatzis and McKee argue that when folks at the top behave
badly or go out of control, that behavior will spread like wildfire throughout the organization. This
chapter takes a close look at the psychological aspects of working in toxic environments.
Readers will learn:


The science behind viral emotions and toxicity in the workplace



The consequences of cultures of blame and bad behavior



The psychological impact of toxic environments on business functions



How to cure toxic cultures with solutions that honor human nature
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

WHY DOES MY AMBITION TURN ME INTO AN SOB?

According to a recent research study published in the Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology, good guys do not necessarily finish last, but they do make less money than their nasty
counterparts. One of the researchers, Beth Livingston of Cornell University, reports that bosses with a
reputation for nastiness (think Dick Fuld, Kenneth Lay, Carly Fiorina and “Chainsaw” Al Dunlap)
make18% more in annual pay than nice guys (disagreeable women make 5% more). Does that mean you
should you sharpen your AQ (Asshole Quotient) to get ahead? Absolutely not!
In today‟s fast-changing workplace employees rebel against the ruthless, greedy, ball busters by
standing up for themselves or strolling over to the competition. Despite the monetary rewards the bad
guys have been reaping over the years, they will lose in the long run if they cannot attract, nurture and
retain people who prefer a kind, generous and emotionally competent boss like FaceBook‟s Sheryl
Sandberg over the rude, stingy and emotionally damaged Amanda Priestly. This chapter highlights the
psychology behind success and failure, showing how “nice guys” really can and will finish first.
Readers will learn:


The positive psychological benefits enjoyed by nice guy leaders



The psychological impact of nice guys and assholes on employees



New definitions for winning and losing based on human nature
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CONCLUSION

KEEP YOUR HEAD IN THE GAME

“Allen”, the managing partner of “Sub Zero Graphics” felt his blood boil when he saw an invoice
for a $12.95 birthday cake for a new employee hired a mere two weeks earlier. At the party that
afternoon, he clinked his glass with a spoon and sarcastically toasted the room. “Here‟s to getting back to
work in three minutes.” Later that day, “Doug”, Sub Zero‟s Art Director, approached Allen with a
creative suggestion. “I know you think that all of these celebrations waste a lot of time, so how about
setting one hour aside each month to celebrate all special occasions in one fell swoop?”
That‟s when Allen lost it. All of the frustration that had been building in his head, the cake
incident a mere fraction of it all, came flooding out as he yelled at Doug for a full 14 minutes. Doug,
stunned by the outburst, never muttered a word, even though he knew that the whole office could hear the
tirade through the open door to Allen‟s office. Finally, drained of all anger, Allen told Doug to get the
hell out of his office.
This little story ends with Doug leaving to start his own graphics company and Allen eventually
suffering a nervous breakdown and leaving the company. If you think this sounds melodramatic, think
again. It happens every day, when a leader loses it because he can‟t keep his head in the game. You can
keep your own head in the game by continually applying the basic principles of human psychology, group
dynamics and neuroscience to your management and leadership actions, always taking into account the
nature of the human animal that has not evolved much in the last 10,000 years.
Readers will learn:


Sketches of companies and leaders that have successfully applied strategies consistent with
human nature.



The need to remain vigilant because you can and will screw up again.
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Sample Chapter
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CHAPTER 9: WHY DO I LOSE MY COOL IN HOT SITUATIONS?
Rick Rescorla, the Chief Security Officer for Morgan Stanley at the company‟s World
Trade Center offices, had prepared his people for the 9/11 terrorist attack, even though he could
not have imagined its scope. Having served in both the British and US armed forces, Rescorla
had dealt with stressful situations before he entered the field of corporate security. His extensive
and specialized military training forced him to become intimately aware of his own behaviors
when confronting stress, from all of the little pressures of daily life in the military to the sudden
emergencies that can cost a leader and his men their lives.
Shortly after the 1992 truck bomb attack on the World Trade Center, Rescorla felt sure
that terrorists would attack the WTC again. Warning the Morgan Stanley board of the threat, he
urged them to consider moving their offices to another location. When he learned that a longterm lease prevented that move, he set about training the company‟s 2700 people to deal with
any emergency. To make sure every single one of them would behave predictably during a
crisis, Rescorla conducted surprise emergency evacuation drills every few months. Rescorla
didn‟t care if one of the stock brokers was closing a multi-million dollar deal; he would, if
necessary, grab the unhappy fellow‟s tie and drag him bodily down the 40 stories to safety. On
the morning of 9/11, Rescorla‟s training saved all but fourteen of Morgan Stanley‟s 2,700
employees. Rescorla himself rushed back into the building to save many other people before it
collapsed and took his life.
This amazing man knew that under extreme stress survival depends on a person‟s ability
to face hard facts and seize control of the situation. Whether you are dealing with sudden acute
stress or ongoing chronic stress, only knowledge and self-training will see you through it all.
Interviews with many survivors of the 9/11 attacks admitted that they did not know exactly how
to evacuate the building and lost valuable time trying to escape. Others described hearing orders
to remain in their offices, while still others said they remained frozen in place because no one
else was taking decisive action. In sharp contrast, Rescorla‟s annoying drills taught Morgan
Stanley employees the life saving behaviors they needed to enact when the alarm bells sounded.
When scary, highly stressful situations occur, 1400 + physiological changes sweep
through our brains and bodies. It‟s hard to remain cool, calm and collected when our minds and
bodies are going berserk. Rescorla knew that he could only overcome that natural tendency with
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careful schooling. All stress resilient people know that as well. That‟s why they prepare
themselves for every form of stress and remain, confident that they can stay cool in hot situations
You may never find yourself in a situation as dangerous as the 9/11 attack, but in today‟s
fast-paced, change infested business climate, you must deal with an astonishing amount of less
severe stress that builds up day after day at work. Stress happens. It‟s a fact of corporate life. It‟s
non-negotiable. But your reaction to stress is negotiable, as we‟ll find out in the pages ahead.
Why should you learn stress-coping skills? Because unmanaged stress, the most
underestimated constant in the workplace today, can strangle your company to death. Leaders
who do not manage it well make more mistakes under pressure and tend to rationalize their
mistakes with the old, familiar excuse, “Oh, I was under a lot of stress at the time.” If you make
that excuse often enough, it soon becomes an addictive habit that earns you a reputation as a
stressed boss or a boss who cracks under pressure, a label that, in the end, will cost you the
respect of your people and, quite likely, your job.

Good Stress, Bad Stress
Stress can kill. Unmanaged, it leads to life-threatening physical and mental health
problems, taking its toll in the form of heart attacks, strokes and nervous breakdowns. Managed
effectively, however, stress can be a good thing. It sends a signal that you must do something to
deal with the situation. Implementing the right response spells survival. The right response to
stress has kept the human race alive for millennia, ever since our prehistoric ancestors crawled
out of their caves. Those who let stress immobilize them, or the would-be ancestors who ignored
it altogether, went the way of the brontosaurus. Lesson #1: Stress itself is not a bad thing. A
healthy dose of stress can motivate us to respond, kick ass, and get bigger, stronger and wiser. In
moderation, focused, immediate, surmountable stressors can do wonders in terms of helping
people accomplish goals and get the job done.
The same Cro-Magnon physiological and psychological systems that aided their survival
still keep our species alive and alert today. However, the threats to our survival have changed.
The human mind and body come wonderfully equipped with mechanisms for dealing with
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sudden and immediate dangers (the sudden appearance of a hungry tiger or an unexpected
blizzard), but they do not work so well with the less life-threatening, continuous hassles and
obstacles that characterize modern day life, the unrelenting mental, financial, social,
environmental, interpersonal, technological stressors that plague us 24/7/365.
How do you manage it all? Or, more importantly, how do you think you handle it all?
When the perceived level of challenge, be it the zombie apocalypse or a flat tire on the commute
to the office, begins to exceed your perceived ability to cope with the stressor (“I cannot deal
with one more bloodthirsty zombie!” or “I‟m going to drive this freaking Ford into a tree!”), you
can quickly find yourself battered by a perfect storm of emotional, cognitive and physical chaos.
Your face reddens, your brain goes haywire, and your heart races like a runaway train. If that
never happens to you, then you are probably lying six feet underground with RIP carved on your
headstone.
Even if you fancy yourself a cool cat, like New York Mayor Rudolph Giuliani, who
remained calm and collected throughout the extreme pressure of 9/11, the stressors in your daily
life can create a physiological and psychological cacophony in your head. In Giuliani‟s case, he
managed to convert the noise into a well-ordered symphony. Do you wish you do that? If so,
you‟re in luck, because you can learn ways to turn even the messiest and most disordered
internal ruckus into well-orchestrated plans and actions. You‟ll find out more about that later in
this chapter. Psychologists know that people perform well under stress if they possess the
information they need to take effective action. Under stress they feel they can take control of, or
at least strongly influence, what happens next. Before you learn how to do that, you must gain
some understanding of the neurological and psychological fire alarms that start blaring inside
your mind and body whenever you experience the negative effects of stress and pressure. Before
you experiment with the stress management tools described later in this chapter, you need to
learn why they might or might not work in given situations.
In this chapter you will discover what happens to your brain, thought processes and your
emotional state when the stress alarms start blaring. You will not believe all of the funky things
stress can do to your biology, thinking, emotions and behavior. Armed with fresh insights, you
will then learn about resilient brains and what those exceptionally cool cats seem to understand
and apply even in the craziest and most nerve-wracking situations. Does this mean you will
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never lose your cool in a hot situation? Of course it does not. Not unless you‟re a zombie.
Losing your cool is a natural part of the human experience. It means you‟re alive. And that‟s a
good thing.

What the Body Does When the Sirens Go Off
You're driving in your car, windows rolled down, on a beautiful Tuesday morning. You
feel great, you‟ve just eaten your favorite breakfast, and you look forward to the wonderful day
ahead. The calming voice of beloved radio host, Terry Gross, on the NPR‟s Fresh Air program
streams through your radio‟s MP3 player. Suddenly, screaming sirens shatter the quiet morning
as two police cruisers appear in your rear-view mirror.
You know how such a situation makes you feel. Your heart practically jumps out of your
chest, your stomach flips with a nauseous sensation and your ears begin ringing. What do you do
next? Keep driving, speed up, pull over and stop, or start screaming? A law-abiding citizen, you
pull over. You can still feel the blood pounding in your ears, your breathing grows a bit
shallower and your sweaty hands grip the steering wheel for dear life. You have just experienced
the physiological impact of sudden and immediate stress, what psychologists call the short-term
fight/flight response.
Believe it or not, that response involves more than 1,400+ physiological changes that
occur when an unexpected siren blast pierces your ear. Any sort of surprise event, from a change
in temperature to a bolt of lightning causes a fairly predictable reaction as our “sensing” organs
(eyes, ears, nose, skin and tongue) take in the new information. In the case of the traffic stop,
your ears receive the first jolt, which triggers a series of neurological and biochemical reactions
in the brain and body. Consider the main players in the short-term fight/flight drama:
1. The Hypothalamus: This structure in the brain keeps your body‟s systems stable
(homeostasis).
2. The Autonomic Nervous System (The Engine): This part of your nervous system
controls all of the body‟s operations you don‟t think about, such as your breathing,
heart beat and digestion. The ANS consists of two branches:
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a. The Sympathetic Nervous System (The Accelerator): This branch of the
nervous system powers up and speeds up the body‟s systems during the
fight/flight response. It provides the physiological fuel to drive your reactions
when danger strikes.
b. The Parasympathetic Nervous System (The Brake): This “rest and digest”
branch of the nervous system returns the body‟s systems to normal.
3. The Endocrine System: This system stimulates certain glands to release hormones
that regulate the body.
4. Adrenaline: This hormone increases heart rate, elevates blood pressure and boosts
energy
5. Cortisol: This primary stress response hormone increases sugar (glucose) in the
bloodstream, curbs non-essential functions and communicates with the regions in
your brain that control mood, motivation and fear.
When the police siren goes off, your ears and eyes activate a process in the brain that
triggers the hypothalamus to get your body‟s systems moving to protect you. The hypothalamus
first activates the hard-wired neuron system (the engine) that alerts every other system in the
body that the situation demands action. The engine uses the fuel generating system (the
accelerator) to promote the release of adrenaline and noradrenalin, bio-chemicals that stimulate
nerve pathways to initiate reactions. The hypothalamus also activates the endocrine system,
which releases dozens of other hormones into the bloodstream, including mood-altering cortisol.
Milliseconds after a siren blast, cortisol, adrenaline and some 40 other hormones prepare every
cell and nerve in the body to make an all-out effort either to fight the threat or run away from it.
Once the police switch off their sirens and you sit there waiting for an officer to approach your
car, the “rest and digest” system (the brake) kicks in and helps switch off the fight/flight
response and return the hormones, organs and systems back to pre-stress levels.
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Any sudden flood of hormones causes immediate changes in the body that include:


The heart races, breathing
quickens, metabolism speeds
up, glucose levels increase



Glandular secretions create
a foul body odor



Blood flow to muscles increases
up to 300%



The perception of pain
decreases



Thinking ability escalates,
but not rationally or more
effectively.



Pupils dilate to increase visual
sensitivity and clarity



Smooth muscle relax in order
to allow more oxygen into the
lungs



The body perspires to
counter overheating caused
by the biochemical reactions



A rush of Adrenaline increases
perceived feelings of fear and
anxiety



Veins in the skin constrict to
allow more blood flow to the
major muscle groups, often
causing a “chill” to sweep
through the body



The ability to focus on small
tasks diminish as the brain
concentrates on the threat



Tensing of muscles, from
Adrenaline and glucose levels
rise, causing “goose bumps”
when tiny muscles attached to
each hair grow tense

You get the picture. The siren sounds, your body accelerates like mad, you slowly realize
the smiling officer approaching your car won‟t kill you, and your body starts applying the
brakes. In today‟s work environment, countless situations can initiate this sequence: a boss or
employees asks for an urgent meeting, the fire alarm sounds, a competitor launches a new
product that leaves yours eating its dust, three co-workers lose their jobs, a major customer
threatens to go elsewhere, a hurricane comes barreling up the coast, you slam your finger in a file
drawer…. No matter how scary the situation, it will pass. Simply reminding yourself of this can
do a lot to help you stay cool in a hot situation.
It‟s worth noting, however, that the residual effects of any adrenaline fuelled alertness and
“rush” linger long after the threat has passed. Stress presses the pedal to the metal in a flash, but
it can take a long time for the brake to bring the body back to a complete standstill.
Although we are hardwired to respond to acute stress in a highly effective and predictable
manner to ensure our survival, the wiring operates best if the body does not employ it too often.
Our pre-historic ancestors only faced the marauding grizzly bear every other week or so. Today,
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few marauding bears populate the contemporary workplace, but a bewildering array of anklebiting baby bears attack most of us throughout the workday in the form of ongoing
psychological, social and financial problems, constant and accelerated change, overwork, job
dissatisfaction, information overload and all the other “low-grade fevers” that characterize
today‟s business environment. Our physiological response, although amazingly suited to deal
with the sudden onslaught of a Big Bear, does not fare so well with the chronic, ongoing little
bears that prompt what psychologists call the long-term fight/flight response.
The long-term response depends on hormone secretion (especially mood altering
cortisol). Our perceptions of a given threat determine the type and amount of hormones the
endocrine system will dispense. A steady bombardment of blinking lights, phone beeps,
personal and professional obligations build up a chemical stress cocktail that keeps our bodies in
a constant state of edginess, which can impair memory and learning, creating a form of
“cognitive constipation”. This blockage left untreated, increases the odds that you will end up
with serious mental health problems, such as severe anxiety or clinical depression. In addition to
memory and mental health problems, prolonged exposure to stress hormones stimulate your liver
to elevate glucose levels, which the body cannot sustain for long periods of time without
suffering an adverse reaction, such as diabetes. In addition, long-term stress can cause narrowing
of the arteries and elevate cholesterol levels, boosting your chances of succumbing to heart
disease, heart attack, and stroke. It can also screw up your reproductive system and weaken your
immune system. Not surprisingly, these ailments afflict contemporary workers, whether they
preside over the organization or deliver the mail to cubicles. Bear in mind that these symptoms
can indicate illnesses other than those induced by stress.
COGNITIVE SYMPTOMS
• Memory impairment
• Indecisiveness and an inability to think clearly
• Inability to concentrate
• Poor judgment
• Preoccupation with the negative
• Anxious or racing thoughts, constant worrying
• Loss of objectivity
• Fearful anticipation
PHYSICAL SYMPTOMS
• Headaches or backaches
• Muscle tension and stiffness
• Diarrhea or constipation
• Nausea and dizziness
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EMOTIONAL UPHEAVAL
• Moodiness and Restlessness
• Agitation/Short temper
• Impatience
• Feeling tense and “on edge”
• Feeling overwhelmed
• Sense of loneliness and isolation
• Depression or general unhappiness
BEHAVIORAL SYMPTOMS
• Eating more or less
• Sleeping too much or too little
• Isolation from others
• Procrastination and neglecting responsibilities
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• Insomnia
• Chest pain and rapid heartbeat
• Weight gain or loss
• Skin breakouts (hives, eczema)
• Loss of sex drive
• Frequent colds

• Using alcohol, cigarettes, or drugs to relax
• Nervous habits (e.g., nail biting, pacing)
• Teeth grinding or jaw clenching
• Overdoing activities (e.g., exercising, shopping)
• Overreacting to unexpected problems
• Picking fights with others

What the Brain Does When the Bears Attack
For the most part, the body reacts automatically and fairly predictably to acute and
chronic stress. The brain does not. Our perceptions and beliefs strongly influence which
situations stress us out and how we respond to the high pressure ones. The dangerous grizzly
bears, such as natural disasters and wars, affect everyone more or less the same way. Most
people feel a certain amount of stress when they see news reports of post-Katrina damage or
human suffering in Somalia. However, when it comes to all the little stressors, that bunch of
baby bears constantly underfoot, such as demanding deadlines, noise pollution and relationship
problems, we bring unique sets of beliefs and perceptions to those situations that cause reactions
that run the gamut from a minor grimace to a full-scale freak-out. If you want to manage your
own unique stress reactions more effectively, you must start with a heightened self-awareness.
You can change old habits or develop new ones, but not without the same kind of commitment
and effort it takes to stop smoking or lose 50 pounds. For any leader who wants to solve the
problems that keep them awake at night, they will wisely begin with a thorough inventory of
their stress personality. It all starts with perception.

The Power of Perception
You work as Vice-President of Marketing for Brainiac Systems, a new competitor in the
eBook reader industry. Fierce competition and bugs in Brainiac‘s initial offering has slowed the
company‘s penetration of the fast-growing market. Stories in the business media suggest that
Maureen Bookman, Brainiac‘s CEO will soon slash the payroll. If you keep your own job, you
may soon be firing some good friends.
A situation like this will affect everyone differently. Everyone may see the same threat of
job loss, but each will bring his or her own life experiences to it. For Maureen, she may just
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deem it “business as usual.” After all, the seasoned CEO has been there and done that many
times in her career. For you, on the other hand, a young recruit who has risen rapidly up the
corporate ladder, it may feel like a blow to the solar plexus.
Psychologist and researcher Dr. Richard Lazarus offers his Transactional Model of
Stress to explain this phenomenon. The model describes the interaction between a stressor, an
individual‟s view of the stressor and that person‟s perceived ability to cope with it. Many
factors, such as beliefs, a tendency toward pessimism or optimism, locus of control and one‟s
degree of hardiness, figure into a particular person‟s response. Note that these are variables,
meaning that you can exercise a certain amount of control over them and change them over time.
Before you try to do that, ask yourself two basic questions:
1. Does the event truly threaten me?
2. Can I cope with it?
Maureen may wake up in the middle of the night, fretting about tomorrow‟s downsizing
initiatives, but she will quickly calm herself because she will end the day with her job and
company intact. Besides, she‟s gone through it before and has learned to handle it adroitly. You,
on the other hand, lay awake all night, scared to death that you will lose your job tomorrow or,
even scarier that will have to dismiss a number of people who have become like family to you.
They are different people with two different perceptions. So, what accounts for such different
states of mind?
Core Beliefs
Maureen stalks past your office on Monday morning without saying a word. You know
she‘s in a foul mood, but has she ignored you because she simply doesn‘t want to lose her
concentration on the troubling task ahead, or does she shrink from greeting or looking into the
eyes of someone she will have fired by the end of the day?
Your conclusion and your reaction to that interpretation would, in large part, depend on
your core beliefs, all the positive or negative ingrained thoughts that influence how we think and
feel about ourselves and the world around us. While the positive ones can keep us from freaking
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out, the negative ones can undermine our ability to handle stress effectively. Common core
beliefs that affect responses to stress include:

Destructive Core Beliefs

Constructive Core Beliefs



Bad stuff always happens to me/I
always get the short end of the stick



Life includes both good and bad times



I must do my best and strive for
perfection at all times



I try to do my best



I can never change



People constantly evolve



People only look out for themselves



People care for one another



I‟m not a people person



I like and enjoy contact with people



No one ever listens to me



I feel respected and appreciated



Everything must go exactly the way I
planned



Even the best laid plans require adjustments

A negative core belief that might spike your stress level quite often reveals itself when you
mutter the old ―Shoulda, woulda and coulda” mantra. The bad belief family of tell-tale words
also includes the cousins must and ought and their grandfathers always, never, and can‘t. In
order to get a handle on your own core beliefs, you need to listen carefully to the positive or
negative self-talk that goes on in your head. Don‟t beat yourself up over the negative ones,
because they do not mean you‟re nutcase. Quite to the contrary, you began drawing these valid
conclusions as a toddler. All of your interactions with your caregivers, your environment and
your social circle shaped your answers to these basic questions:


Who am I?



What can I and can‟t I do?



What belongs to me?



How should I react to people, experiences and situations?



What do I expect from myself and others?



How do I measure success?

Your answers can only turn you into a nutcase if you let all the negative and pessimistic ones
keep ruling your life. Of course, it‟s not so easy to replace them with positive and optimistic
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feelings, because a person‟s core beliefs build up and solidify over the years. It takes a big
hammer to chisel them down to size. If you want to make a breakthrough in your ability to
handle stress, you must find that hammer. Otherwise, a breakdown might well hammer you.
Unless discovered and altered, core beliefs tend to grow harder and harder to change as the
pessimist actively looks for reinforcement of her negative beliefs and deliberately ignores any
evidence that would contradict them. If you feel that most people don‟t like you, you will chalk
Maureen‟s stalking past your desk as proof of that fact. And if she does greet you with a warm
hello and bright smile, you might think she‟s just faking it because she needs your help on a
difficult assignment. When a stressful situation accompanies Maureen‟s snub, you find your
pessimism fully justified, a fact that stresses you out even more.
You do not want to get trapped in that vicious cycle. Thankfully, however, despite the almost
granite-like nature of many core beliefs, you can soften and even get rid of them, as we‟ll discuss
later in this chapter.
Realistic Optimism vs. Unrealistic Pessimism
Maureen prides herself on her optimism. She thinks Murphy‘s Law (―If anything can go
wrong, it will‖) was made to be broken. That‘s does not make her a foolish Pollyanna, who
remains unflinchingly cheerful in the direst circumstance, but it does mean she always seeks the
information that will remedy the situation. You, on the other hand, think Murphy was an
optimist.
Our world has not grown psychologically safer than the one in which our ancestors struggled
to survive. Plenty of dangers pop up every day, making it perfectly understandable for someone
to feel pessimistic. Sometimes a proper amount of pessimism reflects sanity. However, when the
pessimism becomes unrealistically persistent, when it turns into chronic negativity, it shuts out
options and possibilities you need to extricate yourself from debilitating stress. Bereft of
workable options, you may quickly lose confidence and your ability to trust others. You think
people don‟t like you? Remain unrealistically pessimistic, and that becomes a self-fulfilling
prophecy.
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On the other hand, optimism does not mean putting on Pollyanna‟s blinders or plunging into
denial or refusing to acknowledge crappy situations. Rather, realistic optimism enables you to
make the best of a less than ideal situation. A realistically optimistic person maintains hope, even
in dire circumstances by planning to make things better. The father of positive psychology,
Martin Seligman, found that optimistic people have developed positive core beliefs and engage
in positive self-talk. They maintain better physical and psychological health than their
pessimistic cousins. Of course, you want to join the ranks of those hardy souls who control their
own fate.
Locus of Control and Stress Hardiness
In the late 1970‟s, Susan Kobasa PhD, a clinical psychologist at the City University in New
York, studied executives at the Bell Telephone Company who were experiencing high levels of
stress due to radical company restructuring. She found that three personality traits could actually
protect someone from the negative health effects of prolonged stress:
1. Commitment: Maintaining a purpose in life and nourishing social/community involvement.
Positive beliefs foster successful reactions to stress.
2. Control: Perceiving control over a situation. People who look at situations with a sense
that they can choose how they react to a stressor and thus exert some degree of control over it
(internal locus of control) deal more effectively with stress than those who believe they can
exercise little of no control (external locus of control).
3. Challenge: Viewing stressful events as problems or opportunities. A crisis offers both, but
those who cope successfully with stress tend to look at the silver linings as well as the clouds.
Kobasa found that executives with a strong sense of commitment, a belief in an internal locus
of control and a tendency to see the opportunity inherent in a problem experienced a 50%
decrease in their risk of developing a stress related health problem compared to their more
pessimistic counterparts. The three traits had made them stress hardy people. Oh, they felt stress
all right, but they did not let it drag them down into a slough of despond. Anyone can develop
this sort of learned optimism, as we shall soon see.
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Anticipation and Worry
You and Maureen may feel quite differently about the looming layoffs. She might
anticipate a lot of shock and sadness when she delivers the bad news and prepare herself
accordingly; you might lie awake the night before, worrying that she will fire you tomorrow. Of
course, the reverse might hold true. She could worry herself sick about all the impending drama,
while you, having anticipated the bad news, have already begun looking for a new job.
Like stress, anticipation and a certain amount of worry help ensure our survival. They
force us do our homework, save our money, buy insurance and, when Hurricane Betty comes
roaring up the coast, purchase massive amounts of duct tape and bottled water. On the other
hand, excessive worrying can literally make us sick because it increases stress and reduces
resilience. Merely anticipating stress or a stressful situation, whether they happen or not, and
even if they are a figment of your imagination, can trigger a physiological stress response. Take,
for example, the dreaded public presentation so many people fear more than death itself. It‟s not
the actual speaking or content that worries you, it‟s the anticipation that you might make a fool
of yourself in front of other people. Worry enough about it, and you may find yourself in the
auditorium bathroom, throwing up your lunch.
Anticipatory worrying may not only contribute to or trigger the stress response; it may
also burn up the cognitive energy that you should invest in actually performing the dreaded task.
Sian Beilock, a psychology professor at the University of Chicago, researched this aspect of
worry in 2005. She gave ninety-three undergraduates a specific amount of time to complete a
tough math test, telling them that her colleagues would film them as they worked. It turned out
that the students who had previously displayed the best working memory capability under non
stressful conditions (not timed and not filmed), performed much worse under the stress induced
conditions (filmed and timed). Worry may not only make you sick, it may also make your direst
expectations come true.
Assumptions and Expectations
At 9:30AM Maureen sends you an urgent email about an important 1PM meeting. For
the next several hours you slowly but surely work yourself up into a bundle of anxiety because
you assume she‘s called the meeting to chop off your head. By the time 1PM rolls around, you
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rush into the room, your face red, your palms sweaty, your body shaking. To your surprise and
embarrassment, you see three other VPs sitting in Maureen‘s office. It‘s not an execution, after
all. But you‘re still a basket case.
The old saying, “Never assume because it makes an ass out of you and me”, perfectly
applies to the psychological stress response. Human beings naturally make assumptions and set
expectations all day long. Some of them make sense. Some do not. The ones that don‟t make
sense not only distort reality they prevent us from gathering the information we need to react
properly in a given situation, especially a stressful one like that 1PM meeting.
Have you ever sat in a theater watching a horror film like A Nightmare on Elm Street and
joined the audience in whispering (or yelling) at the screen, “Don‟t go down to the basement!
The slasher will get you!”? Hollywood has conditioned us to make certain assumptions and set
certain expectations about certain situations. We do it in our lives as well, writing scripts in our
heads about what we will or will not do in certain situations. Thoughts about love create our own
personal romantic scripts; fears of stressful situations create our own horror film scripts. We base
them not only on our own experiences but on what we see other people do.
In the case of stress, our scripts include what has happened to us in the past (“I got fired
the last time the company laid people off, so I‟m going to get fired this time, too”), what
happened to Roger (“Roger worked there for five years and still got fired; I‟ve worked here for
six years, so I‟m going to get fired, too”), or something we read in a book or saw in a movie or
television show (“Julia Roberts got fired in a similar situation, so I‟m going to get fired, too”).
We can‟t help drawing conclusions from what happened to us or other people in the past, even if
this time the slasher does not actually lurk in the basement or our name does not actually appear
on the hit list.
No matter what scripts you have written for dealing with stress, when it actually strikes,
you may or may not follow the script. Unimaginable physiological and psychological factors
can, and usually do, interfere with even the most well crafted scripts. In addition, although we
would like to think we could read other people‟s minds and deduce their behavior, we seldom do
so accurately. Predicting the outcome of a situation that involves another person almost always
tests our assumptions and expectations. Nevertheless, we cling to them like ragged but
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comforting security blankets without realizing that they may ultimately prevent us from taking in
all the important information we need in order to respond effectively to an impending crisis
situation. Scripts are, by definition, fictions, and fictions never fully reflect reality.

How Losing Your Head Affects Others
―Benjamin‖, a nurse at a respected teaching hospital, relates his experience with his
head nurse, ―Denise‖. An academically accomplished, experienced and credentialed nurse
practitioner, Denise had worked hard to earn her position. Unfortunately, however, Benjamin
thought she lacked the right leadership skills. She habitually arrived late to meetings in a terribly
stressed and disheveled state with a lame ―dog ate my homework‖ excuse. Denying personal
accountability, she always blamed her tardiness on her husband or kids or a traffic snarl or bad
weather. Her frantic appearance put everyone on edge. Once the meeting began, she would talk
incessantly, constantly interrupting others and finishing their sentences for them. As a result,
people began to tune her out, a sad development, because the nurses-in- training could have
learned a lot from her. Her perfectionism also led her to jump in and perform procedures
herself, not always with good results. This tendency not only thwarted learning, it often taught
the wrong lesson. Her behavior also affected patients adversely. Her anxious bedside manner
did nothing to reassure them. No wonder everyone around her, from her peers and students to
administrators and patients, began avoiding her at all costs
Denise‟s credentials, accomplishments and talent could not overcome her inability to
handle the stress of her job. Those around her never saw what she did right; they only noticed
what she did wrong. It‟s only natural to pay more attention to crazy behavior. Moreover, even a
rare incident of crazy behavior makes an indelible impression on those who witness it. One
outburst can earn you a reputation as a volatile personality. Do it a lot, and you‟ll soon find
yourself labeled a certifiable nut job.
Neuroscience backs up the notion that people find it hard to work for leaders who do not
handle stress effectively. Everything that goes on in our work environment affects the brain‟s
limbic system (the brain‟s emotional center). Jovial people make others feel jolly. Frantic people
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make other people feel frantic. When it comes to a leader, the behavior taints the entire team or
organization. Those who stay cool in hot situations manage to get outside of their own heads and
set the right tone, the right example, for handling stress. The less sabotaged and preoccupied you
let yourself feel when the bears pop out of the woods, the more likely you will set an example for
honesty, transparency, clear communication compassion and empathy. You also provide a model
for setting the right priorities, forming workable plans, and achieving goals. Bottom line:
effective stress management makes you and everyone around you more efficient and productive.
The converse holds true. If you let yourself feel discombobulated and paralyzed by the
bears, you set the wrong example, as your behavior tells those around you that they can lie, cover
up or spin the facts, blame others for the problem, rationalize bad behavior, lower their
standards, and ignore other people‟s feelings. Then you win a reputation as someone who cannot
set the right priorities and execute the right plans.
In order to set the right example consistently, especially if, like Denise, you have dug
yourself into a pretty deep leadership hole with your people, you will want to master the art of
stress and leadership resiliency in a world increasingly characterized by acute and prolonged
stress.

Stress and Leadership Resilience
Bear Grylls, the host of the television show Man vs. Wild, served in the British Army‟s
Special Forces. Although a parachuting accident during his career there resulted in a severely
broken back, he went on to set many records for physical endurance. He became the youngest
British climber to gain the summit and successfully descend Mount Everest and later jet skied
around the entire perimeter of the UK. On his television show, Grylls presents worst-case
scenarios that would push most of us to the breaking point. He shows the more timid among us
how to survive various natural cataclysms, man-made disasters, accidents, and other highly
stressful situations. Like many emergency room doctors and nurses, police and fire first
responders, and some leaders, Bear seems to possess an uncanny ability to operate with grace
and knowhow when the going gets really tough. Such people display a lot of resiliency and share
a number of traits:
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A belief that they can influence life events (internal locus of control)



A knack for finding meaning and purpose amidst life‟s turmoil (optimism)



An ability to learn from and tolerate positive and negative consequences



A flair for adaptation and flexibility



A keen sense of confidence & and self esteem (positive core beliefs)



A reliance on social support and connection



A habit of getting the information and training needed to respond appropriately in
difficult situations

Resilient people generally maintain an optimistic outlook and strong core beliefs about
their own abilities, and they rely heavily on their actual experiences, wisdom, and connections
with others during times of stress. They tend to avoid what psychologists call “thinking errors”,
which include false assumptions and negative anticipation. This doesn‟t mean that resilient
people don‟t get stressed; it just means that they usually deal with it as adroitly as Bear Grylls so
often does. Remember, your reaction to stress is negotiable. If you want to negotiate a better
response, the sort that serves Bear Grylls so well, you should first perform a 180-degree shift in
the way you react to stress.

Performing a 180
“Jacqueline‖ serves as a Vice-President at ―Mediplex‖, a successful, fast- growing
company that provides services to hospitals. She had been struggling with a lot of personal
problems she attributed to her inability to manage stress at work. She runs a large department
with 250 employees and three directors who report directly to her. She describes her directors as
the three bears: ―One is very insecure and indecisive, one is overly confident and arrogant, and
one is just right, although he consistently misses deadlines.‖ Her peers and colleagues at
Mediplex think highly of Jacqueline, who enjoys a reputation as an excellent problem-solver.
She has been trying hard to apply that ability to her three bears. Her boss has even asked her to
help other VPs master her problem-solving techniques ―as a personal favor‖.
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As a result, Jacqueline spends the bulk of her work day helping other people solve their
problems, with little time left over to tackle her own work. Over the past 2 months, she has found
herself starting her day at 6AM, three hours before anyone else comes to the office, and turning
out the lights at 8 or 9 well, long after everyone else has gone home. She ends up taking a lot of
her own work home and spending her weekends trying to catch up on it all. Her personal life has
evaporated, she has broken up with her long-time boyfriend, and she finds herself shorttempered in meetings and unable to concentrate on her homework. She resents her less-driven
colleagues and often treats them with disdain or outright anger. She has stopped going to the
gym to work out and has started packing on weight. She can‘t look at herself in the mirror but
can‘t stop sneaking chocolate cupcakes into the ladies room for a quick snack either.
Does Jacqueline‟s plight (or some version of it) sound familiar? If so, chisel this rule into
granite and hang it over your computer: “I cannot stop stress.” Ambition, striving for success,
balancing work and personal life, the intense pressure that has become a constant in most
workplaces, and just living in this revved-up, high-pressure world with so many people and
devices vying for our attention will create stress. Count on it. But also chisel this rule on the
granite plaque: “I can control my reactions to stress.” You can manage and minimize the adverse
effects of stress, the meaning you attach to stressful situation, and how you respond to the
inevitable stressors that come your way. In other words, the stress response is negotiable. You
can, with hard work and patience, shift the way you perceive, interpret and deal with events. But
don‟t wait for stress to force that shift. Begin working on it now, during the calm before the
storm, that calm place where you can apply your best
effort to the task without the anxiety that attends stress-

Stress Relief in five Easy Steps:

producing events. Let‟s see how you can move in the

1. Picture yourself kneeling at a

right direction by talking to yourself, learning your stress

calm, slow moving stream

ABC‟s, thinking like a marathoner and conducting a

2. Imagine the birds are chirping
3. Imagine you can hear the wind

reality check.

whistling through the trees
4. Imagine the cool water flowing

Talking to Yourself

through your hands
5. Imagine you can clearly see the

If you see a well-dressed executive walking
down Fifth Avenue, muttering and gesticulating wildly,
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he may be closing a big real estate deal, or he may be preparing himself to cope with stress.
Given an average of 50,000 to 60,000 thoughts per day, we all talk to ourselves from time to
time, but few of us do it strategically. Talking to yourself does not mean you have lost your
cotton-picking mind. It‟s perfectly natural. Our prehistoric ancestors did it all the time.
According to spiritual advisor Deepak Chopra, 95% of our thoughts occurred to us yesterday,
meaning we get pretty comfortable with our self talk, so comfortable, in fact, that we don‟t stop
to think about what we are really saying to ourselves. If we did, we‟d find that our mutterings
range from quite positive to very negative. Not surprisingly, negative self talk can prompt our
stress response because negative musings often distort reality. Psychologists have sorted the
most common cognitive distortions into categories:
Cognitive Distortion

What is it?

Example

Polarized Thinking (Black or
White Thinking)

You see people, yourself and
things as either all good or all
bad, with no in-between
(meaning no room for mistakes)

I am a total success or I am a
total failure

Overgeneralization

We draw very broad conclusions
based on a single, negative event

Catastrophizing

We automatically think the worst
will happen

I did not get the promotion;
therefore I will never be
successful in this company or in
this industry
He didn‟t call to check in so he
must be dead

Filtering

Magnifying the negatives and
filtering out all of the positives of
a situation

You receive a strongly positive
performance review containing
one constructive criticism, and
you harp on the criticism but
ignore the praise.

Personalization

We assume that everything
people do or say represents a
reaction to us which makes us
think we cause events in which
we actually played no part.

If I had worn my red baseball
cap, my team would have won

Global Labelling

Generalizing one or two qualities
into a negative global judgment

Since she hates me, everybody
hates me

Jumping to Conclusions
(Mindreading or Fortune
Telling)

Lacking sufficient information,
we assume that we know what
someone is feeling and why they
act the way they do (specifically
toward us), or we assume we
know why something is
happening

(Mindreading) He yawned when
I was talking, so he thinks I‟m
boring and uninteresting.
(Fortune Telling): I know I won‟t
get hired, so why bother trying to
impress the recruiter
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Emotional Reasoning

We believe that what we feel
must be true (“I feel it, therefore
it‟s true”)

I feel stupid and uninteresting,
therefore, I must be stupid and
uninteresting

Fallacy of Change

We expect that other people will
change to suit us, usually through
blaming, demanding,
withholding or trading

Fallacy of Control

(Externally controlled): see
ourselves as helpless and unable
to affect our own lives or
anything else in the world.
Something else causes our pain,
mistakes and failures. (Internally
Controlled): We feel responsible
for everything, carrying the
weight of the world on our
shoulders, as we feel totally
responsible for other people‟s
happiness.

You must do better in this job
than I did when I held that
position. If you do, I will give
you a bonus, but if you don‟t,
you‟ll be sorry
(Externally controlled): Nothing
will improve until I get
married/get rich/get the
promotion, etc. (Internally
controlled): It‟s my fault that the
company is having financial
problems, I am not a good leader.

Fairness Error

Judging other people‟s actions by
what we think is fair/not fair and
feeling resentful when someone
does not act the way that we
think they should.
Consistently asking what if
something happens even though
it probably won‟t

If my teammates really wanted
me to succeed, they would do a
better job.

Thinking you are right without
questioning your assumptions or
opinions
Persuading others to think the
same way we do

I know I‟m right, so I don‟t need
to read the full report

Heaven's Reward Fallacy

We expect our sacrifice and selfdenial to pay off later, and we
feel bitter when the reward
doesn‟t come

I don‟t want to take care of
myself first because that would
be selfish, let me help you
instead

Unfair Comparisons

We compare ourselves to other
people and always think we fall
short by comparison

She is so much better at
everything and I‟ll never succeed
the way she does

What Ifs

Being Right

Egocentric Thinking

But what if our marketing budget
declines 2nd quarter, we‟ll
certainly go out of business

People surely think the way I do

All of us fall victim to such distortions from time to time, but those of us who cope well
with stress more often listen to an inner voice that serves as a friendly inner drill sergeant, yelling
at us to suck it up, push harder, stop whining. That‟s a good thing. But taking orders from an
unfriendly inner drill sergeant screaming at us to crawl back into bed, bury our heads under the
pillow and cry our eyes out doesn‟t do us any favors at all.
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Jacqueline was not a neurotic basket case. She generally thought well of herself and felt
comfortable in her own skin, but she habitually scolded herself whenever she took on an
assignment that felt like the last straw on the camel‟s back or leapt to help a colleague solve a
difficult problem or snapped at a co-worker for no apparent reason or failed to finish a report late
Sunday night. After paying close attention, she realized that it had become a bad habit she
needed to break, because it only added to her already debilitating level of stress. Hello selffulfilling prophecy. She more and more became the screw-up her scolding voice told her she had
become. Jacqueline was not a screw-up; she was an accomplished person who had fallen victim
to unwarranted self-doubt.
Negative self-talk or cognitive distortions can resist even our best efforts to change them.
They can become so deeply ingrained and habitual that it takes an almost superhuman effort to
break their hold on our mind. Fortunately, you can do what that executive strolling down Fifth
Avenue was doing. You can take the following practical steps to get that unfriendly drill sergeant
out of your head:
Exercise One: Become Cognizant. Listen to that inner voice; does it talk to you in a way that you
would not tolerate if a friend spoke those words? Would they wound a friend if you yelled them
at her? Pay close attention to your exact words and write them down. Three questions will help
recognize those words. Consider how Jacqueline answered them:
a. What triggered the event? Missing a deadline
a. What negative thoughts popped into my head? I‟m a total screw up, I‟m going to
lose my job
b. What emotions did I experience? Stress, helplessness, anger, sadness
When you start analyzing your negative self-talk you should begin to appreciate how the
perceptions they express instigate or further a stress response. Jacqueline‟s unchecked script of
negative thoughts caused her great distress; they were actually impeding her ability to live up to
her reputation as a skilful problem-solver. Shake hands with our old friend self-fulfilling
prophecy.
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Exercise Two: Obliterate the Negative Thought. Once you identify the negative thought(s), you
can ask another series of questions to help change them. Look at the way Jacqueline answered
them:

Ask Yourself

Answer Yourself

Can I identify the negative thought?

I‟m a total screw up, I‟m going to lose my job

What evidence proves this thought true?

Um, I really can‟t think of anything except I finished a few reports
five minutes before they were due.

What evidence proves this thought false?

The CEO praises me as the company problem solver and even calls
me his right hand woman. I receive excellent performance reviews
and have been moving steadily up the ladder. People seem to like me
and appreciate my willingness to help them.

What unhealthy feelings and behaviors does
this thought cause?

I feel totally stressed out. I‟m always on edge. I‟m having trouble
focusing, I can‟t concentrate on my work, and I‟m snapping at
people.

What will eventually happen if I continue
thinking this way?

It will damage my professional reputation and cause, long-term
stress related health and psychological problems. People may stop
trusting me to help them. I will end up despising myself.

What advice would I give a friend who feels
this way?

I would tell them to snap out of it and that they are making a
mountain out of a molehill. I would tell them to start saying no or at
least inform their boss that they cannot maintain this workload and
find ways to make it more manageable.

What conditions should I accept right now?

I need to accept the need to maintain my workload until I figure out a
way to make it more manageable.

How can I make my thinking more positive?

I need to cut myself some slack, better organize my time, and create
the space I need to focus on my own core work. I need to ask my
colleagues and boss to help me do this.

Can I express my new healthy thought in
words?

I enjoy a successful career and the friendship and respect of my
colleagues and my boss. I am perfectly capable of handling my work
by organizing my time, delegating more of it to others and
communicating with my boss regarding my workload.
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If you find it difficult to do this objectively, ask a friend or family member to assist you.
Since we seldom see ourselves the way others do, we can benefit from inviting people we trust to
help us gain much-needed objectivity.
You may also find it extremely difficult to effect a change if your negative thinking
involves a core belief that has become deeply engraved in your mind. It takes more time and
effort to deal with these stubborn, inflexible rascals. When they prove intractable, try learning
your ABC‟s.
Learning your Stress ABC’s
John and Peter, both senior executives in the financial services industry, meet in the
American Airlines lounge at O‘Hare airport after a weeklong conference in Chicago. As they
prepare to go to the boarding area, they hear an announcement that their flight to Los Angeles
will not depart for another two hours. John slams his fist into his briefcase, kicks a big dent into
his carryon bag and utters a string of profanity that turns every head in the room. Meanwhile,
Pete lets out a long sigh, dials his wife to explain the delay, and gathers his briefcase and suit
bag. Then he heads to the airport restaurant for a leisurely meal and a careful review of the
notes he took at the conference.
Why does John freak out while Peter remains cool and collected when faced with the
same irritating situation? The answer, of course, resides in their heads. Let‟s take a peek at their
stress ABC‟s.
A = identify the Activating event.


The plane is delayed

B = determine the core Belief or ingrained thought process.


John believes that these types of inconveniences always happen to him and he
takes it as a grave personal insult. Peter believes this sort of inconvenience comes
with the job and views it as an opportunity to do something productive.
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C = list the behavioral Consequences


John feels enormous stress and displays his anger with physical and verbal
violence. As a result he will not accomplish anything productive during the twohour delay

If you ever react to a stressful situation the way John did, you should move on to the
letter D.
D = Dispute the belief
If a given belief causes you a lot of grief, you should try disputing it the way John did:

Ask Yourself?

John’s Answers

Can I identify my
problematic belief?

Bad stuff and inconveniences always happen to me.

What evidence
supports my belief?

The evidence is that the plane delay is an inconvenience to me

Can I think of better
explanations for what
happened?

The inconvenience is not just happening to me, it is happening
to a group of people all taking the same flight. It is not a
personal affront directly aimed at me.

Will the consequences
of this belief cause me
grief?

Yes. The anger and stress I am feeling is related to something
that is completely out of my control and it is impacting me
physiologically and psychologically. Also, everyone looked at
me like I was crazy when I started cursing and I knew some of
the people that are on this flight, which does not reflect well on
me. Since inconveniences do happen a lot, I am sending
myself into a tail spin quite frequently.

What would happen if
I changed my belief
right now?
Permanently?

I could enjoy a nice dinner and catch up on some work and
calls at the airport. I wouldn‟t lose it every time an
inconvenience happens because I wouldn‟t take it personally.

How do I state my new
core belief?

Inconveniences happen to everyone and I can manage these
inconveniences effectively
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If you conclude that you would gain some real benefits if you changed your belief, you can finish
this exercise by delving into E.
E = imagine and find more Effective ways to deal with stressors.


Control what you can: Since you cannot change many aspects of stressful situations,
focus on what you can change. For example, John could brainstorm and then act on
more productive ways to use the two-hour delay (dinner, paperwork, a book or movie
on his iPad).



Go Away: Try removing yourself from a stressful situation by taking a walk, leaving
a room or just doing something else. A temporary break can refresh your mind and
help you gain a more positive perspective.



Breathe: Breathe with your diaphragm. Use your belly to pull in a deep breath. Hold
it for ten seconds then let it out slowly. Repeat at least five times. Taking a few deep
breaths won‟t abolish the stress, but it will counteract some of the adverse
physiological effects of stress and buy you a moment to reset your thoughts.

Once you move yourself to a place where you do not feel so all-consumed by your
emotions and can think a little more clearly, reframe that negative core belief into a more
positive one that won‟t send you flying off your rocker in the future.
If you have disputed the negative core belief and accept the fact that it causes you
problems, you will automatically find yourself coping more effectively. In John‟s case, he
recognizes that his negative core belief that inconveniences and bad things always happen to me
has created a lot of physiological, psychological and reputation problems for him. With this in
mind, he can reframe his core belief. In addition, John can use this specific “freak out” to remind
himself that such behavior do not work for him when he encounters a stressful inconvenience.
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Thinking Like a Marathoner: Setting Goals on the Fly
―Hilary‖, a Regional Director for a large retail chain, oversaw 15 stores in the Midwest.
Over a two-month period she experienced the perfect storm. Teenage flash mobs disrupted two
stores, and one unruly participant punched a pregnant store manager in the stomach when she
tried to stop him from shoplifting merchandise, corporate headquarters fired her own beloved
boss, three of her direct reports had begun shirking their responsibilities, her most reliable
lieutenant abruptly left the company to join a competitor, all while she was overseeing
construction and staffing of a new store and the dismantling of an underperforming one. Phew.
It was enough to blow a weaker woman over the edge.
Hilary had never flinched under pressure, but then she had never faced such a marathon
of woe. After a little counseling from a coach, however, she took solace from the fact that even
the most elite marathoner can hit the wall before she crosses the finish line. If you have ever
engaged in an endurance sport, you have probably reached a point during competition when you
hit the wall and felt you could not run, push, step or fight one second longer. If you have ever
started a company or worked as a manager in a large enterprise, you‟ve undoubtedly felt the
same way when you hit a wall in the form of a cash-flow problem, the loss of a key customer, a
staff rebellion or that huge project that keeps mushrooming out of control. How does the
marathoner conquer the wall? She sets small, incremental goals she can accomplish: Left foot,
right foot. Ten more steps. Ok, now just another ten. That enables her to cover the last quarter
mile and throw herself across the finish line. Leaders can learn a lot from that response to acute
physical stress by breaking down the accumulation of stressors at work into bite-sized
manageable bits.
In Hilary‟s case, the stress-buffeted executive could not afford to let the perfect storm
blow her over the edge. Rather than viewing it all as the end of the world, she converted it into a
motivator and began setting small manageable goals. At the end of every day, she would email
herself and her coach a “to do” list of micro-accomplishments she expected to achieve the next
day. This approach meant that Hilary had to set aside her usual perfectionism and settle for
successfully taking one step, two steps or ten steps forward, left foot, right foot. Long story short,
she weathered the storm, but, more importantly, she learned a new set of skills for dealing with
stress in her work and life.
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Conducting a Reality Check
―Ronny‖, the CEO of ―ArtTech‖, a mid-sized graphic design firm in Atlanta fancied
himself the type of boss any of his people could approach with a problem. He knew in his heart
that everyone at ArtTech admired him for his sincerity, honesty and caring support. Even when
he himself felt embattled by difficult problems, he took time to listen to and address even the
smallest concerns his people raised. Imagine his shock when a consultant hired by ArtTech to
observe Ronny‘s leadership, confided that most everyone who worked for him joked behind his
back that he was a nice guy but thoroughly incompetent as a boss. Yes, he did spend a lot of time
listening to people, but he never provided the advice and resources people needed to get the job
done on time and within budget. That shortcoming had led the Board to bring in an objective
executive coach.
Clearly, Ronny needed a reality check, as do all of us who have not mastered objective
self-awareness, of our behavior. Most leaders succumb from time to time to certain illusions
about themselves, thinking that just because they occupy the top rung of the corporate ladder
they can do no wrong. Worse, they can fall prey to The Emperor‟s New Clothes Syndrome,
believing all the praise they hear from people who can‟t bring themselves to tell the boss the
truth.
You may think you handle stress like a rock star while, in reality, you act more like a
one-man band with a broken snare drum and a tuneless kazoo. On the other hand, you may think
you never deal with stress as adroitly as you should, while, in fact, people cannot believe how
cool-headed you remain when a forest fire breaks out. As a leader, what you think of your own
behavior matters far less than how others perceive you, especially in times of great stress. With a
little help from the coach, Ronny eventually learned this important lesson.
Once you accept a position of leadership, you should make conducting a reality check an
ongoing process. Otherwise, you can quickly succumb to The Emperor‟s New Clothes
Syndrome, where you succumb to illusions that, in the end, will embarrass you or even cost you
your job. After every project, sale, presentation, review, difficult conversation or any other
potentially stressful incident you should ask yourself and, at times, other people involved in the
incident:
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What worked?



What did not work?



What got in the way of getting desired results?



What helped me/us achieve desired results?



What other, perhaps better, ways could I/we have approached the situation?



What have I/we learned from this incident?

Although this may a strike you as a somewhat time-consuming task, doing it on a regular
basis will help you discern patterns in your leadership style and your ability to cope with stress
inducing situations. In addition, it starts separating your false assumptions and beliefs from the
reality of how others view and react to you. This was exactly what Ronny‟s coach advised him to
do. Although anyone can coach himself or herself to do it, it often helps to ask a professional
coach or even a thoughtful colleague or friend to help you.
Many leaders assemble an informal personal board of directors (people, not necessarily
from work, whom you trust and whose opinions you value). Asking a peer, significant other,
friend, coach, mentor or family member to give you feedback about your leadership style and
how you handle stress provides you with invaluable information, provided you take it to heart.
You also gain a huge dividend from this investment, because it will not only help you at work, it
will also benefit your life outside of work.
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